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ABSTRACT

'

.

Educational organizations and the learning process are extremely complex.
This paper presents a conceptual framewbrk for analyzing the complex relation-

.

ships between school inputs and school outcomes and-for conducting cost-
effectiveness studies in education. The paper discusses several concept's and
techniques from the areas of systems theory and economic analysis that'can be
psed as tools in an effort to improve the propctivity,of the educational en- .

terprise, In adition, the use of basic planning-programming-budgeting proce-
dures is rebommended to

/
facilitate cost- effectiveness analyses.'

Several studies investigating productivity, in education are reviewed and.
the analytiaal'problems in conducting cost-effectieness studiesoare Explored.'
The paper points out the potential pitfalls in identifying, measuring, and
comparing program costs and addresses the difficulties inherent in assessing
program outcomes. Sever4A conceptual models designed for conducting cogt-
effectiveness studies in educatiop.are discussed and the rcsults of a 'number '

of empirical investigations emploli4ng cost-effectiveness techniques are pre-
'sented.

. ,

' The conceptual framework developed id this. paper yievis the education pro-
duction process as a system consisting of four major componen'ts: (1) system'
environment-and controls, (2) the school, (3) Outputs of schooling, and
(4) feedback. .The first component includes socioeconomic variables that
have be n shown to influence. school outcomes and the policy framework within '

whi0 sc 0 ly operate. The second component, the school:iyatem itself,' ,
14

includes two Ma3Or elements: (1) school resource inputs--the human resources
(students and professional staff) andythe material resources (physical plant,
classroom 'equipment,. and 'currictilar products), and (2) school resource appli-.
cationsthe manner in which school resources. are combined or mixed to achieve
designated objectives. Theoutputs bf an educational system may be classified

41

in several ways, e...g., short -range and long-,range, cognitive and noncognitive,
or monetary and nonmohetary. The fourth componentis feedback based onevalua.--1
tion of the systemIs outputs. .' .
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INTRODUCTION
O

r

In the past t ee decades, education'expenditures have made up an ever $.

larger component .f the public budget, particularly at local and state gover
ment levels: e increase in expenditures by educationalinstitution9. has
been part -slarly qtriking dyer the past 15 years., In 19.75-76, for example,
ttptal cenditures *by public and non-public educational institutions at all
leve totaled '$120 billion comparedto a total of $4.7 billion in 1959-60.

al expendituies by' public and non-pdblic'elementary and secondary schools
increased from $'18 billion to$75.1 'billion in this same 15 year period. The
increase in expehditures by institutions of higher education has been even
more dramItic--from $6.7 billion in 1959-60 to $44.9 billion in 1975-76

, (National Center for. Educational Statistics, pp. 189-90).

Accompanying theg.r.owthin education expenditures has come an increasing
concern for "accountability." As an enterprise involving the expenditure of
pplic funds, accountability has always been a concern 'of educators from a

, fiduciary point of view, i.e., ensuring.that public funds are not misappro-
4 . priated, lost, or stqlen: In recent years;.however, the' definition of acbount-

ability hat broadened to encompass concernlfor achieving the most efficient use
of the resources devoted to educatiori. This concern/ is perhaps.best expressed
by the question, "Are we getting ol'f,money's worth from expenditures for educa-
tion ?"tion?"

Giyen the magnitude of expenditures for education,, it is understandable
that citizens and policy makers question the productivity of educational
Institutions and exprest concern for what they perceive as'inefficiency in

,.)&.....using resources destoted to education. Haggerty (1973, pp:4 -10) pointed out-
that in 1970 only four percent of American workers were engaged in agricul-

.ture,'forestry, or fisheries asxcompared to 40 percent in 1890 and 20 percent
. in 1930. Yet the four`percent in 1970 were producing-substantially more food
and forest products than the 40 percent in 1890. 'Based on these data,;pro-
ductivity.per person engaged in agriculture *creased more than.ten-fold in
that 80-year perod.' But on the other-hand, Haggerty pointed out that between
1,930 ana 1970 our population increased by-about 60 ipercent,our

rollment'increased by about 200 percent, Ad the number of persons employed
in education increased MilAe than 400 percents. Given these data, the interested
citizen is likely to conclude that productivity, education decreased during e
the 40'yearsbetween 1930 and 1970 and that the ity'df today's education
may even have dedlined. This point of view is likely.tobe reinforced by
widespread publicity currently givendeclining college board and other
standardized test scores and the desultory results-reported by tie National .

Assessment of Educational Progress. ...

11.
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Clearly, the question of whether or not the resources allocated to educa-\

tion are being used efficiently is of graat,importince to Society. The concern

for Ahieving greater efficiency has been.demoristrated over the past decade,

by the application o_analytic techniques, such as planning.-programming-

--budgeting, input-output analysis,. cost-benefit analysis, and cost-effectiveneis

analysis, to-educational problems. Unfortunately, too many analysts have

sought simple'answers to.complex questions. They have frequently failed to
_

recognize the extraordinary complexity of the processes'Involvedtin, human

learning. To attain greater efficiency,and productivity, one ellustbe able

' 4 specify the resources needed, the ,quantity, and the combinatiOC1, to produce

a desired level of knowledge, ill,or behavior.' Educators.are confronted
with these kinds 9f questionse Do differences in the kind and, amount of

resources lead consistently to different ediicational outcomes? What school

characteristics, configurations, and programs lead to differences in outcomes.?

What impact.do schools have on students? Because Schools are not ideal

-laboratories in which organizatidnal feature (such:'-as the distributilion and

utilization of resources, composition of the'student body, placement of

students in programs, methods of instruction andexaluatiOn, or operational

-objectives of school programs can be manipulated), adequate research evidence

is difficult...to obtain. DeSpitethese dffkiculties, honever, educators must '

ask whether the resources at. their disposal are being effectively and effi-,

ciently allocated and util*d.
We tio not propose in this paper to identify quick and easy ways to t

improve,productiVity and efficiencrin the use of resources,devoted to

schooling. We are primarily concerned wi h.developing a conceptual frame-

work to facilitate analysis of the 5tpl relationships between school re-

sources, schobl processes, anCschool out times. Application of systems

analy4is and economic analysis will be discussed, selected literature bearing

upon productivity and.efficiency in education be reviewed, and a concept.-

tual schema designed to guide the search for connections between school re-

sources, school processes, and' school outcomes will be formulated.

V..
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tbUCAilON AND SYSTEMS'ANALYSIV*.

.
.

. . _

The concept of a sySteM is not a recent one and the word'"systerV has
.

I.

many definitipns. Kershaw and McKean (.1959,.p. 2). , in their pioneering work.
_____ ..;applyinTsystems analysisto education, defined a systerwas-"a set of inter-

.. -.related factors that'arelused together to produce an othmt." Martin (1969,
-p. 49) Apfined a System as "an assemblage or combination of things or parts
forminq.a complex.wtrols." He noted ,thatjpne, of the 'most important,oharapter-
istics of a system isaat it Is compospd of a hirairarchy Of subsystems.
Barvihart (1969, p. 26) defined a system as "an-integrated assembly of inter-
acting elements, designed to carry out cooper ively a predetermined function."
Thesedefinitions are similar. Bach cony' he notion that a'system is com-
Alex, that it is composed of several elements, thatits elements are inter--
active, and that'the elements arid their interaction are purposive. Under any
of these definitions, a classroom, a school, a'scbool diitrict, all of the. .
school districts in a state; br all of the school districts in the nation
qualify as systems. -. -

Although the study of systems is not new, the emeigence'of systems
Aalysis as a sptcializep discipline is re/atiliely recent. .SyStems analysis
is concerned with the careful, discipfined'stlifycg systems"to identify
feasible, of cie and 6Eceptableomean-for'accomplishing a given purpose.
As Hare (1967, p. 2J pointed but:

' _, ,,
.

-----.... .. . %
,

To understand and
.

improve . . . systems by utilizing the rela=
tionships that resdlt when divese components are.combined, in- ...

,vestigAtors must be able to follow and'exploit the chain of work
flow, information flow or material floW--the, connecting links ,.

- that tie the systems- together. And, these connecting Winks al-.
N most always lead across the boundaries of educational. discipline

and organizational function.
! , ...

1

,

.

,

Systems analysis may be dedcribed'as a comparisqn of alternative means
of carrying out a function when the means are compliCated and include a
number of interrelated elements. Before a system can be analyzedr,a model
of that system must be conceited. A system Toder has been deAcribed as "a
Wide-angled lens trained on an organism so that it canbe seen in its en-

,
tirety, including the relationships among its (component) parts and between

A

the organism and the environment [Coombs, 1968, p. 8]."
The model of'a system provides the conceptual base for analysiS of Ithat

system. It must represent as accurately as possible the activities associated
with the system and their

9
interrelationships. Such a model typically will

3

,

10
4o.
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include "a soot of inputs, whichare subject to a process, designed td attains
...

certain'outpUts, whiCh are intended to.saticfy-'the system's objectives

_ (Coombs,. 1968, p. 91." A curricular innovation in education, for example,
may entail tignificadt changes in instructional Methods which, in turn,-re

quire changes_in the-utilization of time,'.physical facilities and equipment_
required, and the'number and kind of personne).'needed. Alteration's such as

these ,have consequences for the system's input.equirements, for the nature '

of_the'process employed, and for the quant4y and quality 6f the system's'
outbdts. -Y" * 40^ ., $!.'' ,

. .

Kershaw and McKean (1959),. in. their work for the Rand Corporation, pro-
,,

.: * posed applying systems analysis techpiques to assess the possibility of
Making quantitative comparisons of educatitall systems. They stressed tie,....y '

. need for conceptual development of.toaels /orrelationships rewired to
estimateoall, costs, alternative processes, and output measures needed for
analysis of eduCational systems. They discues&d _the difficulties involved,

in measuring educational output,. proposed a procedure for estimating in-
.

cremental costs and 9utput from new syitelps, and suggested a method fot
interfacing cost and output data to, compare systems. Although various appli-
cations of systems analysis techniques in education could be cited, perhaps

- ..of
the Best known have been those

s
associated with Otempts to develop program

planning, and budgeting systems for educational organizations.

1
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EDUCATTON AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

,

EConoMics degas wi.th qie allocation and utilization of scarce resourceso
i.e., resources for which ''here exist alternative uses. The economist seeks
to alldcate dese scare resources among alternative uses in a, manner which
maximizes the satisfactions (15"Red by consumers For the economist, maximum
efficiency is. achieved by utilizing resourcesim such ways that any change
in their allocation among alternative uses would reducethe total satisfac-
tion°,of-consumers. Since the resources allocated to education .by society .

could be devoted to many other uses,'the most efficient use df.these i.esources,
is a legitimate concern of both economists and educators. t

o"

L

4-

ED6-CATION AS AN ECONOMIC GOOD - ,

N

S

Although Adam Smith and other ea fly,writers suggestOd links between °

education and economics, it is only-in regent,years that economists have
devoted serious attention to education. Thp growing interest in the economic
agpedts of educatiOn can be attributed to recognition that (1) education is
one of our largest enterprises aisd'a major employer 'of skilled personnel,
(2) edtraation may influence significantly an individual's employMentsand
income opportunitieg and thus affectsthe distribution of income and Wealth
in society, and (31 education, as the primary provider of trained and skhaed
personnel,'is an impOrtant'fabtor in economic growth and development
(O' Donoghue, 1971)x. .

The U.S. economy is often teferred to as a "market economy" in which the.
flow of 'goods and services is regulated'by the demand for them. The term
demand, as used in economics, refers to a functional telationship between the
price` at...specific goods or services '1d the amount,of thosd goods or serviceb
which will be purchased. DemAnd is a subjective concept only-to the extent
that it measures the relative value consiimers place upon given goods or sex- ' . -

;vices £n comparison with other, goods or services that they could buy. The
demand for most goods.add services prov2ded thrit?ugh.thdoperaeion,sof the
market can be me#sured objectively and quantified with precision.-. As the
price of specific goods or services increases (assuming the demand.for it
is elastic), the, amount purchased will generally decrease', because other goods
and services will. become more attractive to the consumer. Thus, when the
market is operating freely (unconstrained-by mopopoly, regUlations,etc.),L
the as of (bolds and services is regulated in'a 'manner which reflects the
re tive demand for those goods..

5
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The component of the total economy in which th arket serves td.allo-
cate goods and services in accordance with the relative Supply and demand
or them is generally referred to as the private sector. AlthOugh the pri-*.

.vate sector makes up the largest porfd.on:ofOur economy, a significant
amount of gdods and services is provided py agencies of government, i.e.,
the public sector of the economy. The supply of most-goods andserviceS.
provided through the public sector--highways, national defense, police and
fire protection,-education, for example - -is determined by'lligitlatIve and/or

administrative judgffent with regard to the amount of a given good or service
. that should be provided to best'serve the general welfare of society. In '

the public sector, theijudgmerits of-public officials (based upon their per-
ception of,"needs" rather than the operation of t1e market) determine the
kind and'amount of goods and servioess.made_.available to consumers.

A, ,,One of the serious problems encountered,in a "pure". market economy is
that individual consumers invariably act only in their own self-interest,

. which is not always the best interest of the total society. Application,.
.of the concept of need enables public officials todecide1u-Pon thekind aid
amlourl,t of services, such as education, national defense, police and fire pro-
tection, and highways, which they 'believe will best serve the general public.
Society's need for educational' services for handicapped children, for
example, may be far greater than the private demand.for such service as re-
flected,by themarket. ,Because educational services for handicapped children
often are very expensive, the parents of handicapped children frequently are
not in a financials positioh to buy the services. Public officials, ho).evez'
May decide-that the general welfare of society will best, be served by appro-

_priating° public funds to provide special education services fox handicapped
.'children. In this way the concept of red rather than the concept of demand
is employed to determine the level of goods and services provided through
the public sector of the' economy,

)

-EMOTION 1ERIT GOOD.

,Musave (1959, pp. 6-15) distinguished between two classes of goods
which "tyPically are provided through,the economy's public sector--social,
,45:.9 and merit goods. He defines social goods as those which by-their .$ery
nature cannot be supplied effectively by the Market because'they are equally.
,available toall persons whether or not they pay for them. National defense
and the judicial system are examples of social goods. Merit goods are de-
fined as.those'goods which could be provided through the market but are
thought to be so important to society that their provision cannot be left
entirely to theunenlightened self-interdst,of individual consumers. Educa-
tion is a prime example.of a m%rit,good. TheMAnienance of an educational
system in which all citizens have free access to at least a minimum level of '-

education is thought to be vitarto democratic self- government. Therefore,
education is provided primarily through the public-sector and financed Vri-
marily through the public budget.

Another reason exists for financing education through thepbblic sec tor.
Whi/e_education yields direct benefits to- students and their families (as in
increased earning potential), it Is also believe* to yield benefits to the.
community and to society at large (for example in theform of increased Pro-
'ductivity and loWer welfare costs). Benefits that accrue diredtly to students
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are termed internal or private benefits; those that accrue to others in
.\,

society are termed external or social benefits.. Externalities (external
costs or benefits) arise when goods.or services either confer benefits or
impose costs on persons other than the consumer othe producer. Education

is generally thought to be characterized by substantial externalities be-
cause it affects so many people who do not buy it.directly.,.

The importance of external ben &its lies in the fact that private deci-
sions concerning whether or not to purchase education will be evaluated(al-
most entirely on 'the basis of internal benefits, those benefitegainedi
directly by students or their families. If education were supplied only
Chrougll the private sector,'' the decibion to invest_in education would be
based solely on the.anticipateddirpct. benefits to.the student and would dis-
regard any external benefits which may be realized by society.

,While it is difficult to place a precise value on the social hedefits.
associated,with education, they are not insignificant. The social,benekits
of education inclilde greater flexibility and adaptability of'the labor force
which, in turn, enhance our capability to develop and apply technological im-
provements. Education is a major instrument promoting equality of opportunity
in society and is generally recognized as a requiS'ite\for successful democratic
self-government. Negative externalities, such as higher unemployment and
'crime rates, may result from lack of education.

The external benefits associated with education provide apersuasive,
case for, public support of education. As we have noted, externalities are
not considered in private investment decisions and, because they are ignored,
the optimal allocationof resources to education by society would not be
achieved if education,were provided only through the.private.sector. Public ,

financing of education, then, provides a mechanism for giving due considera-
tion to ellucation's external benefits in the process of allocating resources.,

It should be emphasized that there is no economic 'reason'why edUcation
could not be supplied entirely through the private sector. Consumers (house
holds) could purchase education from privately operated schools just as they
now purchase many other goods andservices. However, the amount of education q---

which would be purchased in th market by households probably would be con-
in terms'of the general welfare of society. thus,

eve chosen-to'finance education primarily through the
erence between what consumers (households) would spend

Ar

lde purchased only in the market-dt full cos the

expended for education in the private and public sectors
combined may be viewed as a .form of public subsidy. The purpose of this sub=
sidy is to ensure that at least a minimal level of educational opportunity
is prOvided to -aql children.

It is important to note that in the private secto r the supply.of ;goods
or services is determined by the market which, At least theoretically, will'
.serve to "weed out" inefficient producers, i.e., those whose cost of proddc-
tion exceeds the going price of the goods ors, services. In the _public sector,
on the other hand, supply is determined by the operation of politiCal
decision-making process, not by the operation oE the market. Thus, in the
public sector, there is no mechanism to ensure that goods and services are
provided in the most efficient possible manner. The lack of a mechanism to,
automatically "weed put" inefficient programs undoubtedly is one reason for
the growing interest in e evaluation of programs ih the public sector.

siderahly less-than opti
in the United States we
public budge The dif
for echXation if i o

total amount of mone

14
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,EDUCATION AND THE CONCEPT OF HUMAN CAPITAL

The'coricept-of human capital is based ditlie idWa
/
hat the skills and

f',

71

knowledge possessed 121r people are, in fact, resources/and that these resources
represent a very important part of the stock of cape al available-to society.'
From an econoniic'viewpoint, Capital is characterii 7/by its ability to generate
future satisfactions, future earnings, or both. Education qualifies for con-
sideration ,as capital just as land, industrial plants, Or coal mines do be-
cause education has the ability to generate future, satisfaction and future-in-
.come. VieWed in this way, the economic Value of education can be expressed as
a function of the income stream t a,given level of education is able to
generate.

When education is viewed a a forM of capital, decisions with respect to
...

education, whether made byastudent, a household, qr publlcor private
agencies, are dealt 'with aJinestment decisions and are based'on the relative
rates'of return available'to alternative investment opporpinities. Education
is viewed-as one component in the total stock of capital.- Investment decisions
abqut education follow the rules which guide other investment decisions. Thus,
additional investment in education occurs only if the rate of return from the
investment equals or exceeds the rate of return available from alternative in-
vestments.1

Economists have developed a number oanalytic tools tc, evaluate alterna-
tive investment oppotunities. Although these tools were devised to evaluate
alternative investmertts in physical capital, they also can be applied to.
analyze costs and benefits associated with human capital. Two of the primary
procedures used are present value analysis ancPanalysie'f internal rate of °

return. . . . .

1401,
PRESENT VALUE ANALYSIS

,

. The costs of obtaining educatid are incurred over one period of time;
the'financial benefits'which ac ue a result pf that education are derived
over another period of time. To ci itate comparison of a stream of invest -1.
went and a stream of income, it is useful to-reduce both streams tp,a base
year value; This is the basis for present vaiuesanalysis. As Thomas (1971,
p. 22) noted:

Pre sent value analysis consists of using compound interest and.
compoUnd discount procedures to reduce a Stream of cost and h

-_Stream of income to their value at a given base year. A dollar
received todaylcould'be invested to yield interest; if that
interest issallrowedto accumulate, today's dollar win, increase
at a compound rate of interest. But this also implied that a
guaranteed payment of one dollar in ten years time is equivalent
;0 a smaller amount of money today.

1For further explication of this topic see Schultz, ,1970, pp. 29-57.
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If the r to of interest is i, the present value, of one dollar -to ,be re ceived

9

1ten:ye rs in the future can be expressed by the formula Genera4z-
,

. (1+i)
10'

,

ing, the present value of an income stream of Y dollars per year for n years
peginning with year t' can be expressed by the formula:

/ *::

.t

.

-,

t=n .

Vo(Y) = YtI: '

.t=1 (1+i)
t

resent value of a stream of cost in the amount of X dollars

.

'
expressed by the.equation:

(/

/

/
,

. per year%.calri b

404.-

t=n
Xt

Vo(X) =Ts
t=1 (1+i)

t

Using this approach, invegtment'in education oc6irs if the present value of the,
additional benefits associated with an increment:of education is greater than
the present value of the additional cost incurred in obtaikling that increment.
Thus, an investment would be undertaken, if

t=n t=n
Vo(Y)-Vo(X) = 2° Yt - I] Xt 0.

t=1 (1+i)
t

t=,1 '(1+i)
t

1

Obviously, the choice of the distount rate to be applied is critical in
determining weer or not additional investment Ain education 'should be
undertaken. 71% choice of the appropriate discoullt rate, is essentially a
subjective decision. If the desire is:to receive income as soon as possible,
a high discount rate will pe utilized, thus reducing the presei value of a.
future income stream. If,*on the other hand, one is. willing to defer receipt--
of income, a lower discount rate will be used,thus increasing the present
value ofafuture income stream. In determining the appropriate discount
rate, such factors as the time preference of the individual, raps of return
available on other investments, and theidterest.rate one must pay on borrowed
funds are considered.

RATE OF RETURN ANALYSIS
.

61.

The internal rate of return is that rate whidh equates the present value
of the investment to zero, as shown by the following equation:

-

Xt = 0:
t=n t=n

Vo(Y)-Vo(X) =
Yt

t=1 (1+i)
t

t=14 t k

As statedby Thomas (1971, p. 24), "The decision rule is thatindividuals-(or
social groups)*should continue to invest as long is the rate of return

.

that obtainable from other alternatives which are considered."
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Presenti-vaine analysid'and rate'of return analysis can provide useful
infoOplation to policy- makers concerning macro-level policy decisions. That
is) it is possible to evaluate returns to additional investments in eddcation.
compared with returnsto additional investments in other areas, such as public'
health, highways, or,flood control Information obtained from present value
or ratdof return analysis can4also be f use to individuals considering whether
th6rshould invest in additional incret nts of education in comparison with
other investment opportunities., ,/

These techriiglies do not, howdy , provide guidance or direction with
.

regard to questions concerning'howto most efficiently use resources allocated
to education. That is, they are'not particularly useful in micro-economic .- ,

analyses dealing with the questionOf'howto maximize productivity of re-
sources devoted to eduCation once,a level of investment has been determined.

. ,

EFFICIENCY AND,PRODUCTIVITY IN EDUCATION

In the remainder of this paper we dball be concerned with the broad', issue
of.optimization. That is, how can the'resources allocated toeducation'by,,
society be most efficiently used? We assume that the level of publi, in-
vestment in education will copLnue to be determined through,the political
decision-making-process We also assume that individuals-will continue to
make their own decisions with regard to whether or notthey will invest in
additional increments of-edUcation. 'Thus, the level of resources.available
for education will be.a function oilooth public- and private decisions. Given
Any establisbec level of investment, the question.confronting'edUcAtor's is how
to use available resources most maximize the desired
outputs of the educational process from a given .level of reso4rce4nput.

Although input-output, cost-penefit, and cost-effectiveness analyses have
ben unddrtaken in the field of 0u-cation, the studies in which these tools
have been employed generally have utiliZed data aggregated at a relatively.
high organizatiorfal level, such as a school system., a state, or even the ,

nation, We shall be particularly interested in examining the application of
theae'.tools in dialing with questions of'sub7optimization. That is, ware
interested in the possibility of"iising more discrete units* analysis' in an
attemptto deal with questions concerning the most efficidnt resource alloca-
tion for individual schools or groups of students possessin4 pp,eciied
characteristics. We are concerned that despite widespread recognition that
each student is a unique individual, previous analyses have treated students
as if they were interchangeable units. Re aiteKare,concerned that-the::praCtide
of aggregating data at a school district level inevitably destroys the richness
of,detail and' variability observed, when individual students are the basis for
analysis. We believe that -focusing upon sub-optimization in the use of resources
holds greater promise in providing useful information to school ldvel decision
makers. In fact, we are inclined tb believe that full optimization in the
utilization o(,resources allocated to education cane only be. achieved through
successive apiotoximations based on sub-optimization of productivity at speci-
fic educational levels o'r for specific target iroups.,

(
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SCHOOL PRODUCTIVITY-RELATED RESEARCH FINDINGS.' /

f

t\

Numerous studies`of school productivity and effectiveness have been
.conductedover the past.fifty years, the initial "cost-quality studies"con-

,ducted-by*Mort and others examined gross relationships between aggre4 e
.levels of educational expenditures and various measures of school proc sses
and outcomes (Mort,Reueser, and Polley, 1960). While these early studies
consistently demonstrated that high expeniliture,schools-were more effective

qthin low expenditure schools in terms of the criterion vari les employed,
ttiey'did not reveal which school inputs ihave the greatest im ct on student
learning or even which ~resources make'a difference: In short, the studies
provided little, if any, .direction with regard to haw to allocate available
school.resourCes effectively and efficiently. .

,

Over the last'tWod4cades a variety of measures assumed to represent
proxies for inputs to educati4nal processes have been used in an attempt to
,determine school effectiveness. In one of the first input-butpUt analyses,
Mollenkopf and Melville (1956), surveyed a sample of'aipfoximately 9,500 ninth ,

..grade students in 100,sChools and 8,400-twelfth grade students in 106 schools.
The researchers used queAtio aires completed by'schcol principals to develop
.an initial list, of 34 inddpe dent measures, including variables such as the
nature of school lacilities, the degree level of the principal, the number of
special staff, the pupil/teacher ratio, a drop-out index, and the average
teacher ialiry.'Stuaent scores on seven different aptitude and achievemet
tests were used as depdndent measures. Attempting to control statistically for g
socioeconomic factors (such as accupation'of father, size of community, and_ per-
.centage of support from state aid) and employing stepwise multiple regression ~ )

techniques, the authors obtained significant' relationships betweeebte4r 4.

measures of student achievement and (1) per pupil instructional expendituod, f
(2) number of special staff, e44, school psychologist, reading ''.specialist,
And guidance Counselor, (3)' average class size, (4) pupll/teacher ratio, and
(5) percentage of the school's graduates'entering college.

,

`Three years later Goodman (1959) conducted the Quality Measurement yro --.
ject (QMP) which Analyzed a Sample o 70,000'seventh and eleventh grade students
ldrawn from 102 school districts in Ne.York:StailP. After controlling for .

socioeconomic faCtoreGbpdman found a significant relationship between the
achievement of seventh 4ride students and (1) per pupil instructionalfexpen--
:ditures and (2 number of special staff ei lipoo students.',At.the same- time,
two additional. factors were linked to student petformance ---,teacher experience
(number of teachefs in a district with five or more years asiielasiroom instruc-
tor) and "classroom atMosphere".(an observational rating attempting to measure
the degree to which a teacher was stiadent oriented). Reinforcing the findings
Of the earlier Mollenkopf- Melville wbsk, the QMP study also suggested that
certain Attributes of school personnel are-likely to play an important'role.
in the learning prabess. . *

Ili
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Thomas (1962) utilized 'Project TALENT information2 and 1960 census data
to examine the impact of a large'number of home, school, and community vari-
ables on student achievement. Thomas' sample consisted of tenth and twelfth
_grade students from 206 high schools in communities with populations between
2,500 and 25,000. The schools were'scattered among 46 states. Using stepwise
multiple regression .techniques, he found statistically significant relatign-
ships between student achievement and (1) eginning teacher salaries, .(2) teacher
expeiience, and (3) number. of volumesin he scho61 library.

Benson (1965) conducted an extensiv study of California's public c schools
in 1964\ Data were obtained from the 1960 qefisus as well as from statewide ,-

and scho61 district 'records to study a sample of fifth grade students in 249
schoOl districts. The sample was divided into three groups based on disti t
size (number of students in average daily attendance). Benson reported th
-teacher salaries and per pupil instructional expenditures were significantly

related to'student achievement (as reflected by test scores in reading and
mathematics): In addition, Benson found that in the middle-sized districts
(2,000 to t4,500 pupilsi, the salaries of administrators were associated posi-
tively wittstudent achievedent.

,

At tIrsame time that Benson was conducting his study in California,
Kiesling (1967) was re-examining data collected earlier in the New York QMP
study. As in the Benson study, the QMP irk utilized data aggregated by
school districts rather than individual chools as the unit of analysis.

iliKiesling also found that per pupil exile ).tures were associated positively
with student performance The relations ip was quite- strong/in utban school
districts but weak in ru aT school districts. ,Kiesling observed that an
additional expenditure of $100 was associated with 2.6 months of achievement
gain at the low end of thp expenditure range and with 1.4 months at the high
end of the range.. In addition, Kiesling found that,school district size and
student performapcp were not related.

The EgualitY of Educational dportunitY (EE tudy, pbpularly known-as
the Coleman Reports (Coleman, -1966), was the first 1- ge-scale input-output
survey of the nation's schools. his landmark study; eyed 645,000
students'at various grade leve in 3,100 schools. Input measures con- ;
sisted of 93 variables grouped into four major blocks - -home background
factors, teacher characteristics, student -body variables, and school facility.
and curriculum measures. Scores on standardized achievement tests served as
output measures. ,

The research by Coleman and his colleagues highlighted the bignificance
of'the relationship between socioeconomic milieu of the school and student
performance. Home background factors were clearly the most important group
of variables explaining variance in achievement levels for all four major sub-
groups of studentssouthern and northern blacks sand southern and northern

_
whites. Student-body charadteristics, e.g., plans to attenecollege, school.
attendance, and racial composition, were the second most important group of
variables, explaining variance, particularly in the achievement.of minority
students., Of the school-relate variables, none of which accounted for a

'10

2Project TALENT surveyed a'nationwide sample of approximately 300,0,00 students
in almost 1,000 high schools in 4.960. These students provided detailed in-
formation about themselves and also completed aptitude, ability,'adhieyement,
and interest tests. For additional information regarding this natidnardata

'

f bank, see FlanaganDavis, bailey, Shaycoft, Orr, rg, and Ngyman, 1964,
and Shaycoft, 1967,
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large amount of variation in achievement, teacher characteristics.had.the

greatest impact, oncegain affecting minority students most.
To say that these findings generated considerable contrbversy would be

an understatement. Many researchersNere unwilling-to,accept the proposition
that schOol rssoproes.had little or ner,'effect on academic achievement. Critics
Of Coleman''s work suggested that the relationship between school resources,and
acadetnic achievement had been substantially understated because of defective
measurement of school resources,' inadequate control for social background,
and inappropriate statistical techniques.3 The quality of the Coleman data
was questioned, particularly because of the apparently high Forrelation

\ between family backgroundfactors and school_ resources. Because of this joint
variance, the explanatory power of.school variables was drastically reduced -

simply because environmental variables were entered into the regression first.
A number of researchers have re-analyzed the EEO data and, although ham-

pered by limitations of the original data, have been able to clarify sometof
the problems involved in applying the production function concept'to the
learning process. In one of the first re-analyses, Vanushek (1968) developed
conceptualconceptual model to estimate educational production functions for black and ec

white Sixth graders in northern metropolitan schools. The results of Hanushek's'
estimations disclosed that'teacher characteristics,,such ,as verbal ability and
years of experience, were significantly related to student achievement. Thip
finding was of particular interest since the Coleman data on school,variables
permitted an investigation of inte'school variance in achievement only and not

4.

intraschool variance which was cons'derably'larger. ,

Bowles (1970) presented a comp ehensivetreatment of educational prlduc-
-

-tion functions in his re-analysis of 'a subset of the Coleman data consisting
ofotwelfth grade black Male'students. Bowles' work reaffirmed the importance
of teacher characteristics and sggesied that certain other school inputs were
important. These other school factorgiincliidgd the average amount of time a
teacher spent in guidance, activities aft the number of dayi,a school was in
session during the "school year.. Bowles argued that student characteristics.
such as attitude and motivaption can be viewed as. either inputs to-or outpAts,
of the learning process. He then developed a model involving the solution of
a get of siMultanedus equations to determine the xela4ve effects of the'
related variables. i 1

Also utoilizing the EED data, Levin 0.970a) examined,a sample of 600 white
Nsixthgrade students drawn from 36 SChOols in a.large northeastern city. Levin
obtained statistically significant relationships between student achievement,
teacher experience, Arid quality of undergraduate institutions attended by.
teachers. Levin also pointed out that some factors affecting student,achieve-
ment are` at the same time affected by achievement. To investigate-this inter-
actiVe process, Levin deVeloped a conceptual model twillustrate ighe inter-

, dependenbe of student achievement, student motiVation, 'student efficacy, and
-parental attitudes. He also presented ia. methodology for solving the complex
system of simultaneous equations that differs from the/technique employed by
Bowles.

.

/

3See, for example, Bowles and Levin, 1968a, pp. 3-24. Also see Bowles and Levin,
1968b, pp. 393-400. For a 'comprehensive critique of the Coleman Report, see .

Mosteller and Moynihan, 1972.
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8u2khead and his colleagues (1967) examined-input-output'rela,Lonships
in public secondary schools of two large-city systems. Their sample included,
.39 Chicago schools enrolling approxiiately 90,000 students and 2,2,NAtlanta
schools enrolling about 19,00 students. The researcherg used data obtained= .

from the 1960 census and from the two school digtricts to conduct separate'
analygeth for each city. In addition, they compared the major findings in

Pa
. these two cities with a.sample Of'177 public high schools'locates in smaller

communities. Information 'On these latter schools was drawn from-the Project
TALENT data bank.

.4
Similar(but.not identical) independent and dependent measures were used

for each of the three subsamples. The authors considered the' impact of .

variables such-as median family income, average daily attegdance (ADA), age,
of school building, teacher experience, and per pupil ex2enditure _on school'
outputs such as achievement scores, number of dropouts, andcstudents' post-
high sdhool intentions. In Chicago, higher family income levels and newer
school buildings were associated with"lower dropout rates. Family income
wasalso round to be associated with IQ and reading scores. Of the school
variabAs, only teacher experience was related to student reading scores.
For the Atlanta schools, family income was agdin related to dropout rate ana *
achievement scores. In addition, a low rate of teacher turnover was positively
associated with higher test scores. For the hih schools in smaller comnmnitieso
the authors reported a relationship between reading,scogeaand (1) family in-:
come, (2) a e of school building; (3) teacher experience; and (4) beginning
teacher ,sal ry.

0 Several input-output studies in individUal states ox4school,distrig.ts were
published in 1968. Katzman (1968) used cross-sectional data from 561;3ementary
schools inBoston to examine the importance of home baCkgrouna.factors and
school variables in explaining_ change in student achievement, between second
and sixth grade. Using a stepwiie multiple regression technique, statistically

-

significant relationships were obtained between gains in reading-scores and the
percentage of students in noncrowded classrooms, the number of students in the
qtendance area, and the percentage of teachers with 1-100yearS'of teaching
experience. In addition to providing further evidence that'eachers affect
pupil performance,' Katzman also pioneered the use of several measures.of
schoOl output in his study, including such.goncognitoive outcome indicators
as school "holding'power" and student "aspirations.",

Cohn '(.968) investigated input-dutput relagonships in 377 public Magh
school districts in Iow He utilized data from the /owa State Departmeht of
Public Instruction to ex ine possible economies of scale in school distrtct

/ operations. An attempt wa made to control statistically for geographic and
population differences with aeet of eight school district variables serving
as the input measure. The output measure was based.on the gain in student
achievement scores between tenth and twelfth_grades. EmployIng multiple re-,
gressiOn techniques;. Cohn foUnd that higher teacher, salaries and fewer dif-
ferent teaching assignments were associated with larger growth increments in
test, scores. Cohn also estimated the optimhl school size for Iowa to be about
1,500 students in ADA.

-4411 In a_ similar study, Raymond (1968) examined the quality'of schooling- in
:west Virginia. 4aymond's sample consisted of approximately 5,000 students
who'entlred West Virginia University between 1963 and 1966.. these students...,

represented,49 county school districts in West Virginia. The inputsinPluded

21
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fiVe population%oharacteristici, tour school variables, and six er salaary
variables. Output measures cteisted of fteshman de t erages and

....

American College Test scores. After grouping Studentsby counties,-Raymond (y-
% ,..tameda significant relationship between a student's freshman performance and

teacher salaries. Raymond further reponted that the average 'salary bc .elemen-.
/ _tary teachers appeared to have a stronger effect on student performance than ..

'did the average salary for secondary teachers. ,'4 '

Ribich (1968) also conducted a study using data from 'several sotirCes, In-

41t

cluding Project TALENT. The researcher examined the relatio pip between ex-
penditures per pupil and the achievement level's of approxima ly 6,300 twelfth
grade male students who tanked in the lowest quintile 'on meaures of socio-
economic status, The effect of increases in schoOl expendltures on test per-
formance was gteatest at'the lower end of the expenditure ange. -Ribich (1268,
p. 87) observed that, -"The apparent power of increased e enditures to EMOBve 4er
.perfotmance diminishei;'progressively with each successive xpenditure level." \--/

The following yeah; Kiesling (1969) .investigated the plationship of S'ch6oL
inputs to school performance in 97 school-dgistricts inyelj York State. Kiesling
utilized school district records to Compile the necessary school resource and
family background data. A set of 17 independentvariables included teacher/
pupil ratio, median teacher salary, ADA, and.school.property valuations per. /
pupil. The dependent measure consisted of sixth grade achievement test scores.
The sample was divided into five subgroups based on the family,i'breedwinner's"
occupation. School districts were divided into urban and, nonurban categories.

,k.',Theoccu) Liontion index was significantly related to student ach4evement for all
subgroup's n both the urban and nonurban categories. Most of the 'associations
between achievement and per pupil expenditures in the urban diptr*;ts were
negative. Per pupil expenditures did not appear to,have a significant eftect,
in the nonurban districts.

.

In another study Kietling (1970) investigated the ielationshiprof several
school and community characteristics to student achievement in a sample of
fifth and eighth-grade pupils in 86'school districts in New York State. School
data were obtained from the°4asic Educational Data System (BEDS)' which Was ,

established in New York in 1967 to collect detailed information on the sates
Motischool system. The variab 'lized and the analyses conducted were similar,

to those employed,in his firevie study. KieSling reported that the amount of
scH6O1 tesburces devotedto centiil admilkstration and Supervision was most con- Ar
sistehtly related to pupil achievement. n addition, the level of teacher'
certification, especially at the(fifth grade lev 1,1

indthe number of stdentp
per classroom were alto elated positively to student achievement.' -

Guthiierand 'his co leagues (1971) conducted 4 study in Michigan in which
I;

they.examined three res arch propositions invaihring the.relationshOs between
(1) socioeconomic status f pupils and school services, (2)'schOolaservices and
pupil achievement, and (3) pupil achievement andippst-school opportunity. These
researchers relied upon the "Thomas Report" (Tho*as, 1968) as their primary c ,,

source of information. A random sample consisting of 52 unified school dis- .

tricts plus the Detroit School District was drawn. This sample was Supplemented
with information collected in 114 Michigan'school districts-for thetEE0 study in
1966. Data from the Thomas study-were used to make comparisons of school .

.
, ,

. quality between school districts. EEO'data were used to make comparisons
between individual schools.

,
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The independent treasures included'four related, to school facilities, qne
related to instructional materials, five related to teacher charactuiztics,

, and'fOur related tp student charaCteristics. Measures of pupil performance in-
cluded pupil test scores of reading ability, mathematics Understanding, and
verbal facility. To control for socioeconomic status (SES), the researchers

..,--divided the 5,284_sixthgrade,ptudents into'10 subgroups based on occupation-
education index scores. They lehere calculated a rank order correlation coeffi-
cient between the school'input variables and student test scores within each
SES decile.' Several, variables, incl4ding building age, library volumes per
student, school enrollment, classrooms pe1\1,000 'students, teacher attitudes,
and teacher verbal ability, were'relateaat7a statistically significant level
for aeleast half of the sociOeconoMiegroand the verbal test. scores.,A, /

All of these researchers were confrodted'with difficult methodological.
problems. In addition to the problems involved in satisfying the assumPtions
Underlying the/production function itself, the complexity of the school, setting
and the learning pracesS further complicate any research effort. First, the
natural school setting itself presents formidable-obstacles. Unlike the con,-

.

trolled laboratory experiment, p'sohool setting does not gibe researchers,an
opportunity to carefully'contro :and manipulate variables to determine the rela-
tive-impact of specific inputs.: Students, for example, rarely can be randomly
assigned to different school treatments. Differences in classroom conditions,
a diversity of teaching styles, teacher turnover, sttdent mobility, and the like
serve to confcand any arialysis.

...
14

Second,.theabsence of a well-developed theory' of learning greatly com-r.
plicates the research task. The specification of a production functiOn for'
the 1 ingprocess---the relationships between the identified educational.
input= outputs--must therefore be based largely on intuition. To llustrate
the problem involved, Ludtke and McGinn. (1975)-specified several sets of causal
relationships between and along several typesof input variables--faiiily, school,
and teachers. The authors used a computer simulation model to genedtedata
sets characteristic of thos relied upon,in the previously described studies.*
They then examined the results obtainedAing different kinds of aggregation pro-
cedures and regression analyses. They concluded that, because of the complexity
of the interactions, they were umible to obtain consistently reliable estimates
of the predetermined Causal relationships; i.e., those relationships built into
the dats/sets. Thus, they suggested that some of the "no signific!nt effect"
findings which Aay,e been reported might be a product of the statistical tedhnic-
aues,employed.

. .

'T ird, most researchers have been hampered y the ldck, of disaggregated
ciata. / en'measures ol-central tendency, e.g., chool or system averages, are
used As m asures.of input or output, the true. act of specific school re-'.
sources i nearly always disguised.' If, for example, eXperienced teachers
are effective with high ability students but ineffective with lowability

. i

students,,an analysis_basedziri mean scores is likely-to disclose ip e feet.
Data. on in9ividual students and teachers witljh the se* classrOogi nd schools
are badly needed.

'Recent studies in Philadelphia and New Haven have attempted to overcome,
ame-of the problem/ inherent in tht use of aggegated data. Summers and Wolfe
f1975) conducted elfin-depth analysis in the Philadelphia publicschoolsystem ,
using longitudinal data to,study the academic progress of approximately 2,000
students at various grade levels in 150 differentvachools... Data were relayed to

v
e.

A
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the achievement growtheof individual pill betas end,end,of the third #nd .
' the sixth gtadet, the s and ei th grades, and the ninth and twelfth,grades.
Socioeconomic pctdrs a specific pphool resources werecaFefully ed to data
on individual pupils. I' .

Based on multiple regression analyaitt7 the data at each level.of-school-
ing examined, the authors concluded'that school inputs, such.as teachers and
class "size', and school climate variables, such at racial cqmposition, achieve-

. ment mixture, and disruptive incidences, .did influence student achievement. Allr
types of,students '(black, white, loW achievers, and high achievers) .a4 all
grade levels scored higher in achievement the more days they attendedeschool.
Likewise, all types of elementary students learned more in schools in which
40 to E0 percent of the'student body was black and in schools with a;larger
percentage of high achievers. Elementary school students alsocdid betterin
smaller classes and with teachers who were graduates of higher-rated colleges,
Junior high school students learned more in schools which were part of an
'elementary school and in schools in which there were more high achieVers. These
students also did better with teachers who graduated from higher-rated colleges
and with mathematics teachers who were trained in the post - Sputnik, new math era.
In general, .senior high schObl students displayed greater achievement in smaller

* schools and, in schools with fewer dropouts.

In addition, Summers and Wolfe found that pecific types of students can
,be helped even more particular*types of resb ces are targeted°to them.
Black students,'forcample, appeared to do Vett r in the smaller elementary
schools and in junior-high schools with larger black populations. Low-achieving
elemental-1; students did better with relatively less experienced teachers, in
'smallexclasses, and in schools with More high achievers. Low-achieving junior

- high students did better with relatively less experienced English teachers'and,,
in-la"bbls with more high achievers, High achievers, however, did bettei with
more.experiencedtteachers.

Murnane (1975) conductedten input-output analysis to investigate the impact
of school resources,'especia.rteachers, on the cognitive achievement of inner,

'city.children in New Haven, Connecticut. The sample consisted e44,875 black
children in 15 elementary' schools. Data were available over.altwo-year eriod
Itecond and third grades) for one group of .children and over.a one-year period
(third grade) for another group. The data base s4,§ divided into -three sub-
groups. Each subgroup was'followed over the period of one school year.,. As in
the Philadelphia study, the students in the sample were systematically matched

/:-.6r with individual census blocks.
r.4

After examining the effect of t4)classroom as a whble on the achievement
of children, Murnane concluded that there are important differences in the
amount of learning that occurs in differeht Classrooms within the same school
and among different schools. The effects of several classroom-related vari-
ables, such as teacher,'peer group; and student turnover, were carefully con-1
sidered. After determining that teachers exerted a critical impact on student
achievement, Mdrnane explored thejrelatidnship btitween specific teacher charac-
te0.stics and teacher effectiveness in math and reading instruction with certain
types'of pupils.

Based on results gained by regression analysis techniques,rMurnane re
ported that ckground factors and previous expefienceshad a'greater influence
upon-student ading achieyement than upon m &th achievement. Differences in
the quality of cl'assfoom environments were-found to exert agreater effect on

k,
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student math achievement than on reading achievement. Murnane Also found ehat
black teachers with less that./ six years 'of experience were more effective in
teaching reading to black children than we're white teachers with. similar
teaching experience. At the same time, a high rate of student turnover in a.
class was found to have an adverse effect on children't reading, achievement,

particularly on the Rrogress of high achi.evers.
By.usin4 disaggreiated data, both _of these studies revealed important

findings. Many school resources affect different types of students in dff-
f

ferent ways; few school resburces consistently effect all students ,equally.
Clearly, an important aspect of the educational prOcess is the unique inter -.
action that takes place between certain types of school resources and certain.
types of students. Low achieving ogudents,,Ar example, appeak to learn more
with relatively inexperieriCed teachers While high achieving students seem to
learn more withiexperienced teachers: Small classes apparently help 16w
achie/vers but are not particularly important for average or high achievers.
Only research which focuses' on individual students within specific instruc-
tional settings can offer insights into these extremely complex interactive
relationships.,'

La
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PLANNING-PROAAMMING-BUDGETING SYStEkS

4"

riz

As discussed previously, the systems.approachas been used in the quest
,for efficiency and productivity in educational organizations. A well-conceived
pianning-programming-btidgeting system (PPBS) may be viewed as an operational ap-
pYication of systems analysis. In general, a,PPBS would include as a minimum
the following procedures: (1) specifying the objectives, .(2) iden*fying alter-
native programs to achieve the. specified objectives, (3) estimating as accurately,
as possible the costs and benefits. associated with each of. the.alternaLve
courses of action, (4) selecting one or more programs to implement,%(5) moni-
toring the implemented programs and evaluating progress toward attainment of
specified.objectives and (6) feeding back the results of the evaluation to
modify the program and increase its :efficiency:

PPBS stresses strategic planning and the role of analysis i the budgeting
process. Fisher (1971a) , one of the first writers on PPBS, sunmjarized the, most _1
salient characteristics of PPBS under three basic headings:

A, f ,

,

o lbelstructural aspects oit program budgeting .are concerned with it

establishing a set of cate riesoriented primarily toward
"end produci"or."end obje ve" activities that are.meaning-

. ful from a long-rahge plan ing point of view. In such a cOn-
. text, emphasis is placed on provision for an extended time .

horizonsome five or even ten or mofe years into the future.

.010.r.

2. Analytical process considerations pertain to various study.
activities conducted as an integral part of'the, program-
budgeting process. The primary objective of this type of7ana:
lytical effort is'to systematica4y examine alternaXiVe

- courses of action in terms of utility and cost, with a view
to clarifying the relevant choices (and their implications)

-

open toy the 4
decision makers in a ,certain problem area. -

.
. -:-

3, Information system considerations are aimed atl.support f the
'firgt two Items.. There are seleral senses in which this is

k
important,,the primary ones being (1) prdgress reporting and
'control and (2) providing data andinfoxmation to derve as.
a bathis for the analytical process6--especially to facilitate -,

,the development of estimating relationships that will permit ,
,

--- "making estimates of benefits and costs of alternative future
courses of action. .

LI
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$ 'While emphasizing the e-planhing function and the,systematic evaluation
of alternative programs, PPBS aldo,atcommodates the-qpier major budgeting
functions of financial'and managerial control. Budgeting systems at federal,
state,' and local:governmental levels have always consisted of these three basic
functiong but ea h has been phasized to a different degree throughout the
last 50 years,

-

Schnick (1971) described' 'twee successive stages of budgetary reform at
the federal level in the United States. The first stage began around 1920 with
the Budget and AccoUnting Act of1921.. Throughout the 1420s the bud4et,was
viewed bas1cally as, an instrument for controlling organizational spending and
curbing administrative abuses. Changes in bUdgeting practices therefore were
primarily concerned with development of a reliable system of expenditure con-
trol. Characterized by an inpUt orientation:the typical budgeting. structure
during this period systematically',detailed the "objects" of expenditures.
This object-of-expenditure classification scheme, generally called a "line-
item" budget, simpl, provided,a listing of the expense objects, such as salaries,
supplies, and equipment.

The second stage,of budget reforM, according to SChnick, extended from
the mid-1930s to about 1960 and was associated with,the rapid expansion of
governmental activity during that period. The\scientific management approach
to administration strongly influenced budgeting practices thioughout the
1940s. Reflecting this management'Orientation,,ibudgeting systems were used
increasingly to assess and improve administrative'performahce and worker out-
put. During,thisperiod performance' standards and work measurement techniques
were introduced And developed. In 1849, the first Hooter Commission advanced
the concept of performance budgeting by recommending that expenditure classi-
fi:cations be based upon functions, programs, and activities. (In comOrison,
the management-oriented functional-object budget delineates broad categories'i
such as administration, salaries', plant operation, plant maintenance,' fixed
charges, cagiial outlay, and debt service.)

The third stage of budget reform began in ,the early 1960s with the intro=
"duction of PPBS. The adoptiop oft.PPBS by the Department of Defense (50D)- in
1961 was preceded by'a considerable amount of research by the Rand Corporation
throughout the 1950s (McKean, 1958:Hitch & McKean, `1960). Basically concerned
with analyzing the performance of military weapons systems for the DOD, several
economists associated with the Rand Corporfition developed the basic concepts
and techniques of. PPBS. David Novick (3.964) ',a Rand economist, edited_a
series of publicationi which'became the first definitive work on program

ar

budgeting.

In 1965, President gohnson directed the major civilian agencies of the
federal government to implement PPB.sYstems similar to the'one used in the
DOD. Influenced by federal budgeting reforms, various state and -'local govern-
ments also initiated,projects to develop and implement program budgeting
techniques: In1968, at a-time when some school districts were beginning'to
'experiment seriously with PPB systems, Hartley (1968) explored ttie application
of PPBS concepts td education and Beason (1968) advocated the .use of PPBS in.
education'to reducedeficiencies'in the allocation.of public resources...A
short time later,. the Rand Corporation4published a Comprehensive report ex-
ploriag the potential use of PPBS.concepts and techniques.in educational
planning (Haggart,. et al., 1969). .

The performance budgeting. approach advocated in the 1950s isbaSed upon
A, concepts drawti from t46 scientific management movement. It` concentrates on,

inputs and uses cost accounting procedures, _In cOhtrast, program budgeting-
, a

4
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isibased upon concepts borrowed from systems analysis and economics. It

focuses on outputs and utilizes program accounting techniques. More impor-
tantly, while' performance budgeting assumes that objectives are fixed, pro-
gram budgeting assumes that objectives may be variable. In a PPBS; then,
systematic analysis of relevant alternatives' can lead to a revised statement
of objectives. The program budget becomes, in effect, a policy statement.

A fully%operational PPBS includes multiyear program and financial plans ,

for proje6ting future cost implicationp. Tstimate costs and benefits
over an extended time pereilod, PpBS requires an endv-product cla'isification

system that systeMatically relates expenditures to designated objectives.
Accordirigly, an appropriate program structure must be devised td facilitate
grouping -of the activities and their associated costs into appropriate pate-
gorieS-based,upon their relationship to objectives: Program structures
typicdlly are hierarchical classification'schemes that group an organisation's'
activities into programs, subprograms, and program elements..' A program may be
defined as a set of activities that function together to achieve the same
objectiveAs)..,

Grouping of budgetary data by programs facilitates the analytical pxo-
cess. While there is no single ''ideal" program structure, classification
schemes should possess certain characteristics. For example, program struc-
tures should be multidimensional, i.e.,f,they should provide for the categoriza-
tion of activitieNay several criteria. Various Cross-cutting sets of program
categories may be needed for different analytical purposes. In addition, ,

classification schemes should be flexiblei. Program categories should be
developed and altered as analytical needs'opange.
A' A number of educational program formats are possible. In the most
common approlch, the program cost structure is simply based on grade levels.
Programs might include the, kindergarten though third grades, fourth throug'
sixth grades, seventh and eighth grades, and the high school years. In a
s econd approach, programs are based on curricular, areas and costs are appor-
tioned to specific curricular areas, such as'reading, languagearts, mathe-
-matics, 'science, and social'studie: In a third option, a combination of the,
first two approaches, program costs are organized by subject matterand by'
grade levels,. ThAdelielopment.of this kind of program-accountingscheme,
however, requires access to a sophisticated-system'for information storage
and' retrieval.

Current school budgeting practices do not reflect widespread acceptance
of program budgeting techniques. Most school budgets still employ' traditional
classification schemes which emphasize the fiscal control or accountability
aspett of the budgeting process. The following major expenditure kccount
recommended by-the U.S. Office'of Education i , are still used\extsI
sively by school districts today (Reason &Al ite, 1957):

Expenditure Accounts

Administration
Instruction
Attendance and health services
Pupil transportation'services
Plant operation'
Plant maintenance
Fixed chafges
Food services and student body activities

.. 28
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Community services
Capital outlay
Debt service from curr ent funds
Outgoing. transfer accounts

ile this accounting.format is usefUl for fiscal control_ purposes, t se
b ad functional categories do not provide the detailed costlinformation
necessary to imprOvelkesource allocation decisions. For xample; the largest
budia,t category, instruction,, typically includes the following subcategories.:

VI
Salaries

Principals
Consultants or supervisors.
Teachers
Other instructional staff ,

S etarial and cleriCal assistants
0th salaries for instruction

Textbooks
School libraries and audiovisual
Teaching supplies
Other expenses

Clearly, improvements in schooCbudgeting an
necessary to facilitate systematic analysis of re
Guthrie (1973) suggested the following format as
budgeting and accountint for the instructional f

InStructio4-74Reading

Developmental reading,' total
Elementary school services
Personal services
Supplies
Capital Outlay

Junior,.high services
Personal Services
Supplies
Capital outlay'!.

Senior high services
Personal services
Supplies
Capital outlay

Remedial reading-, total', etc

d accounting prpcedures are
source allocation decisions.
a more use ul apptoach to

unction.-

The aboVe format categorizes expenditures by level of,s chool progra9rAnd by
type,of instrwation offered. By utilizing this type of cost atruceilte, alloca-
tioll of fiscal resources is shown in considerably greater detail. We emphasize
the importance of preparing such a functionally detailed budget at the indivi-

. , dual school level, since-district-wide figures can` obscure the impact of school
resources at the'school, clasiroop4.and student With this type,of cost
'information, however, educational decisiph maker's and school administrators are
n a much better position.to assess the"coseand effectiveness of specific in-
dtructional programs.

O
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As is Often true with innovations in education, claims concerning the
benefits of.PPBS were exaggerated and it has fallen from favor in recent
years., Convdriting'a traditional functional- object budget multiyear
'document stressing long-range planning and focusing on operatiorikl objectives
is a difficult task. PPBS, for instance, rests on the asstunption that Objec-
tives can be specified. Yet the ,specification of objectives invariably in-
volves value judgments. No PPBS cam_resolve the inevitable diagreeTents
which arise concerning the objectiyes which should:be pursued and the
priorities which should' be aksignedi, Neverthele-ss, PPBS forces decision
makers.to clarify their values by'identifying and pperationalizing'organiza-
tiodal Objectives. Despite its shortcomings, then-, PPBS has considerable
utility as a management tool'and clearly sets the stage for cost - effectiveness
analyses. ' 4

O
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, COST-EFFECTIVENESS NALYSIS

I -*

Systems analysis, ,economic theory, 'and PPB$ all,emphasize one basic
notion--ithe examination of alternativeymeans to achieve given gilds. Cost--
effectiveness analysis implies that the, preferred alternative(s)lwill be. -

selected on the basis,of efficiency criteria. Characteristic of most cost- .

effectiveness definitions is that of Seiler '(1969, p.,1) who defined cost
effectiveness analysis aea

IN

T

procedure by which the costs ofalternative means of achieving
a stated effectiveness, or, conversely, the effectiveness of
alternative means for a given cost, are compared in a series of
numerical indices. The ob1ective of'the analysis is to isolate
the alternative or combination of alternatives that either gives
the greatest, expected effectiveness' ifor a given expected cost, or
a given expected effectiveness fbr the least expecteaLcost.

Several writers have advocated this)oasic .approach for comparing alter-
natives in, cbst-effebtiveness analySisJ :Haggart (1969, pp. 152-159), for
example, in addressing educational planning, found it useful to hold either
the cost (i.e,, budget,level), or effectiveness student achievement)
constant. In other words, meaningful comparisons can be made between the cost
of'different alternatives for achieving a\prescribed effectiveness level or
between the effectiveness of,different altrnatives,for a fixed budget level.
There is no sound basis for comparisons however, ifithe.alternatives differ
in terms: of both cost and effectiveness. Haggart argues:that maximizing the
cost-effectiveness ratio for the sake of the ratio alone can lead to ridiculous
elctremest--like zero to infinite cost'or zero to infinite effectiveness.

To maximize pupil performance, eduCational decision makers are concerned
with using school resources as effectively as possible. Cost-effectiveness
analysis is a tool that can assist educational decision makers in, choosing
among alternative courses of action as they seek to allocate resonrdes_effi-
ciently.'''In their discussion.of educational, planning,,Carpenter and Haggart

--(1970, p. 2) indicated that cost-effectiveness 'analYWIS may be used
help assess the relative uOrth of several innovative programS with the same
educational Outcome (such as improvement in reading achievement), 12) to
determinewhether a sipgle program is becoming more or less effective as
time passes so that steps' may be taken to improve it, if necessary, or'
(3)"to help assess the relative worth of,theSime program for different

,

student populations (such as those with different socioeconomic backgrounds)
or in different school setting's.

25
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Researchers at the Rated Corporation were among the first to examine the
role of analysis in the Program budgeting context: Fisher and Quade agreed
that most -major long-range planning decision problems must ultimately be re- .

(holved primarily on the basis of intuition and judgment and that the main role
Of analysis should be to try"tosharpen this intuition and judgment. After

emLahabizing that there exist no universally accepted procedures or rules for
conducting cost-effectiveness analyses, each researcher described some basic
characteristics of a sound analysis.

Fisher applied the term "cost-utility" to the analytical process involved
in program budgeting. For Fisher, the process of analysis included the syste-
matic examination of relevant alternatives, the design of' new alternatives,
and the modification of initially specified objectives. Fisher (1971a) item-
ized the majonattributes ofcest-utility analysis asr:follows,:

1. The etsential characteristic is the systematic examination
and comparison of alternative courses of action. The courses
of action are those which might be taken to achieve specified
objectives in some future time period.

2. Not only does one consider those releyant alternatives that
are revealed under initial search but one constantly seeks to
design new alt matives.

3. The systematic, xamination of alternatives; both old and new,
: frequently suggests some modification in the objectives theM7

`") selves. This is to be encouraged.,
4

4. Critical appraisal of alternatives rests mainly on the assess-
ment of costs i both direct and indirect and in the future as
well as in the present, and the assessment of gains or bene-
fits that accrue to each%of the different courses of action.

4,1;

5. While most of the work is quantitative in nature, it should
frequently be supplemented by qualitative analysis.

'6. The time period%of the analysis is an extended one. This

creates problems in the treatment of uncertainty that should
bedealewith explicitly: -

,similarlyQuade ,1971, p. 295) contended that the use of the label "cost-
.

effectkveness analysis" placed undue emphasis on a single aspect of the decision-
making process. He argued that-other aspects of a problem are more important
then the comparison of alternatives--"The specification of sensible objectives,
the determination of a satisfactory Nay to measure performance, the .influence
of considerations that cannot be quantified, or the design of better alterna-
tives." Quade'slprinciples Of sound analysis specified that (1971, pp. 299-
300):

r
1., The rightproblems must be, tackled, i.e., dIscovering the ap-

propriate objectives, searching out good criteria for choice,,
and choosing the best set of alternatives to compare:. y-

... ,
l- -=
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2. The analysis must be systems oriented, i.e., finding the
. interdependencies-"that exist in a system's parts and study-

ing the entire complex system eVeeif it requires intuitive.
*judgment.

3. Undertainties should'be recogni d a an attempt-should be
made to ke them into account evaluating their impact on
the answe s. ',Answers changein res onse to changes in assump7
tions and estimates.

4. The ana sis should attempt to discover new alternatives as
well as to improve the obvious ones.

5, The analysis should strive to attain the standards traditional
to science even thOUgh irn probIemslof public policy the scien-
tific method of controlled repeated experiment cannot hp used.
These are (a) intersubjectivity: results.obtained by processes
that can be duplicated by others to attain the same results;

. (b) explicitness: use of calculations, assumptions, data,
and ,judgments hat-are subject to checking, criticism, and
disagreement; andA(c) objectivity: conclusions do not depend
on personalities, reputations, or vested interest; where
possible these conclusionC should be in quantitative and ex-
perimental terms. `

Those who attempt to apply systems analysis and cdst7effectiveness anal-
ysis to problems must confront major elements of uncertainty because of the
extended time horizon, which usually involves a projection into the 'future of
at least five to ten years. Fidher (1971a, pp. 190-91) advocated the use of
sensitivity analysis, contingency analysis, and a fortiori analysis in
treating the troublesome feature if uncertainty inherent in most long-range
planning, problems.

-In the first technique, sensitivity analysis, the expected values of
the key parameters are varied. If the costs of particular resources are
uncertain, an array of high*, me.10. dium, and low values can be used to examine
the various alternatives. In this manner, an effort is made to determine
how sensitive the. results (the ranking of the alternatives being considered)
are to changes in key parameters. In the contingency analysis 'ipproach,
the effect on the ranking of the alternatives of changes'has been called
the "what if" approach. In it, a major change in,the general environment
can be assumed. In the third technique, a fortiori analysid, all questions,
of uncertainty may be resolved adversely with regard to the int4itively pre-
ferred a3c:ternative. The preferred alternative is then compared with-the
other possible alternatives. A, strong case for the preferred alternative
is assumed if it still compares,favgrably with the other alternatives
despite the built-in adverseZoDditions.

While the problem'of treating uncertain presents some, major diffi-
cillties.cit is not the only problem which, must be confronted. Analysis o
the costs and effecti eness of a range of alterilatiVes also involves prob-

. lems. In the following section we will examine the basic notion of economic
costs, various types of costs, and appropriate cost comparisons. Similarly,
in the section on the analysis of effectiveness 4e will covider the problems
inherent in measuring prOgram outcomes.

A
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ANALYSIS OF COSTS

9A discussion of costs must begin with the notion of "opportunity costs,"
which can be defined in terms of "what is given up" rather than "what is put
in (Bowman, 1966)." The concept of opportunity costs, involves the problem of
choice and the examination of alternative uses of reso ces. If resources
are consumed in achieving one objective, they cannot be used to accomplish,
other purposes,. The real cost of any alternative, they fore, is the sacrifice
incurred because the

.

decision maker chose not to pursue some.Other alterna--
tive. "Costs occur when a choice is made among severs desired benefits. In

short, costs are benefits--benefits given up by choOting to do one thing
rather than another.[Haller, 19741."

In any alysis, this broad noti n f.costsAust be considered along
with the m e obvious direct expenditure items {'' Schultz (1963) developed the
concept o opportunity cost within an educational context by examining the
costs of a college education to ill4trate.the sign ficance of foregone alter-
nativeP. en people withdraw from the labor force to attend school, society
poregoe their productive services and the indivi als theMSelves forego

s. The costs of these lost earnings to both society and individuals
must be calculated as-part of the total inves.tmeht in a college education.
Schultz suggested that approximately 60 percent of the cost of college con-
sists of foregone earnings. ?

I '

Similarly, Thomas (1971, p. 32) argued that time silent within' school,
might better be governed by the principle of "foregone learning." He explained
that "the implication here is that the cost of a giver; curriculum or of a given
instructional procedure is measured in part'by foregone oppoSitunities to devote
students' and teachers' time to other curric1la and proceclures.," The time
students spend in study halls, for example, canna'be used for, classroom in-
struction in English, mathematics, or other subjects. Likewise, when teachers f

are aSsigned to supervise a lunchroom or playground, the school foregoesotheir
presence in classrooms. Adminiqrative'decisions involving the scheduling of
pupils and teachers are not without cost considerations; the time of pupils
and teachers, as well-as school space, equipment, and supplies, are all limited.

Several writers have addressed,thepitfalls'involved in conducting cost
analyses. Bickner (1971) thoroughly delineated the probleds in performing
cost,analyses)of military programs. Haller (1974) discussed many of the same
PrOblems within an educational context. Typically, two basic.prodedures are
followed to determine the costs of program alternativeg. First, a'listing of
the required for each program is deveIoped'and then a
monetar ue is assigned to the resources identified.

Aftei all necessary resources have been identified, a comprehensive.input
structure that accurately allocates specific costs to particular programs is
developed. As discussed previously, a classification scheme should be designed
to facilitate the analytical process and permit Meaningf 1 comparisons. The
major expenditure categories for personnel, facilities; ipment, and.

4 materials should be divided into subcategories to delineate costs in 'as much
detail Is necessary. At,the same time:the classification scheme shoUld also

tat the time of students and school persondel as a valuable resource.
The input structure also should relate expenditures to their purposes_in

the program. 'Fisher (1971b), for example, discussed the notion of a program
TIThe cycle. New educational programs, as well as changes in existing programs,
normally involve a stream of costs oven an extended time period. These costs
can be segregated into the following. three categories (Haller, 1974, p. 420):

>ti
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1. Research and development costs--resources required to develop
the program to the stage where it can be introduced into the
system. For example, the time a sciencec?ordinator spends in
'investigating a possible program, money used to hirb consUl-
tantfi- and evaiUation-effort are appropriately classifircl as
research and development (R & D) costs.'

. .

2. Investment costs- -costs necessary to implement the program.
Equipment purchases and the costs of running a Idorkshop to
train staff .are examples of investment costs.

.3: Operating costs -- recurring costs required to operate the program
over time.. Maintenance of equipment,, salaries A personnel, and
cost of supplies are examples. r

,29

An example of these costs over the life cycle of a program Is illustrated
in Figure 1., Each type of cost typically behaves somewhat differently over
time and is incurred at different stages in the implementation,process.
Researcn and development and investment colts usually have their greatest
impact early as compared with operating costs which occur later but extend
over a potentially much longer time period. n examination of R & D, in-
vestment,'and operating costs helps focus att ntion on the time horizon of
th% program and the projection of fUture cost .

CeSTS

Operating costs

z'

0A9R&D

,costs

Figure 1. The relationship between costs and the

Source: Haller, 1974, p. 421.

cycle of a program.

Decisions made today are likely to incur costs over'a period of several
years and'may limit possible options in the future, Therefore, cost-effectiveness r

studies must ,be concerned Vhthe.estimation and analysis of future costs. Costs
can ner be estimated with 4solute accurpcy and the further into the future'
one at!Eempts to'cproject costs, the more uncertain the analysis. While the input
structure shoulji accommodate a .comparison of alternatives over an eideAded
period, it generally is not advitable to develop ehighlydetailed set of cost
categories when a relativgly long timelieriod is ih\rolved. The cost of cOnstruct-.
ing and operating such a cost structure would prqbably outweigh'the benefits of5-
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tained, i.e., would not be cost effective!. As mentioned previouslY, however,

techniques such as Sensitivity analysis and ontingency analysis may be used

to sharpen theevaluation ofl alternatives. ,
.

-
(

Once,a multidimensional input structure. as been dgveloped; a good

general rule-iq to allocate time to the analysis of each cost category. in a,
manner toughly proportionate to each category's Share of the total budget.

.

.Theis, the personnel category, which typically represents 70 to 80 percent of
the educational budgetAphould receive closest scrutiny. CostSfor personnel
salaries gnd wages generally can be assigned, in a lather straightforward manner.
Direct salaiy payments, howler, do not reflect fringe bendfits and other costs
that employers must pay, Payments for items such as retirement, social security,
health insurance, and life insurance frequently comprise 20 to'30 percent of a
school district's personnel costs. In addition, the value oftvolunteer tontri-
bUtions--such as library aides or playground supervisors--should,be included in
the analysis. , .

.

0
6

,

A school district's salary schedUlescan be used for projecting future
costs of educational programs. Teacher salaries-are determined largely by two
variables, years of teaching experience. and level of education. Thus the com-

position of the staff in terms of experience and training will have considerable
impact on the cost of a program. A staff c9mpos4d primarily of beginning teachers
will cost substantially less than a staff composed primarily of experienced,
highly trained teachers. Information useful i' projecting. salary costs can be

obtained by examining a _district's salary schedule along with the characteristics
tf the teachers employed. Future costs can then:be Projected by estimating the
movement of staff through the.salary/schedulelover a program's time horizon, as
well as projecting the impact of"Poss.ble changes in the schedule itself. _

Costs of facilities or space.als reaesent amajorNexpenditure category. .
.

These costs are. generally more diffifu t 1 estimate than-the sal4ry schedule.
Thomas (1971, p. 44) identified five co ponents of the cost of, classroom space, ,

as (1) interest on Unpaid debts; (2) foregone.interest'on equity; (3) 'depre-

ciation, or annual decrease in value; (4) overhead, or heat, light, and power;

and (5) maintenance. .

. f, , --I
.

.

.

To' illustrate these costs; Thomas used as an example a 1,200 ;square foot

biology laboratory. He,assumed that another 25 percent of that space (300
square feet) is'needed for supporting space (corridors, etc.), that the cost
of construction was $16 per square foot (making a total c9st.of $24,000), and
thatthf present value (after depreciation) J4420,000, of which $15,000 is

A .'
still owed. The cost of the space is calculated as followsse

.

1. Interest on debentures (assume 4 percent of
.

$15,000). ' 600

]\).

2 Imputed interest .= equity (assume 5 percent of $5,000). 250

. Depreciation (assume additional expected 'life'qt20 years).. 1,000
Y1,

4. .Maintenance. 406

5. Overhead (light,, power, heat). 400

TOTAI:COST
. ., $2,650

i.
.

:: Space requirements are n-i rtant ingredient ih any cost analysis. Space
is a limited resource and de ns regarding its se involve opportunity costs.
For example, classrooms used r tpdy halls canno e used simultaneously for

.,-.

I )

.I
.
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dther purposes. When considerinCjthe value of foregone alternatives, the
Cost for space.may constitute a signi4cant portion of total coats. Since .

'new educational programs seldom requi construction,ofnew facilities, how-
4ver, cos of sPace is often disregarded.

In-comparison to the opportunity.coats of time or expenditures for
salaries and facilities, the cost of equipment and supplies generallyconsti-
tutes a small part of a total program budget. Educational programs particu-
larly are labor-intensive while equipment and supply costs are generally minor
considerations. Frequently rule-of-thumb estimates for equipment and supplies
will suffice. 4or example, the total supply cost can be estimated by dividing
total expenditures for Supplies'by the total number of pupils enrolled and
'then applying this per pupil cost to the nthber of pupils served byrthe pro-*
gram under c6nsideration

Bickner (1971, p. 35) pointed out that the major responSibility of
the cost analyst is to distinguish between relevant andirrelevent costs:

All costs are'relevant to some decision or other, past or
future, for otherwise they would not be costs. The' responsi-
bility of the cost analyst, however; is not simply to add up
any and all Costs indiscriminately, bust rather

. . . to iden-
tify and measure that particular collectionof costs-that are
contingent upon a specific decision or cHicice under considera-
tion. . . . Any cost that will be incurred.no matter what
choice we make, any cost that must,be borne regardless of the
decisions at hand, ihand, s not a cost of that particular' choice or

4 decision.

Costs can be categorized in a numberof ways for analytical'purposes.
Economists, cost accountants/ and cost analysts apply a variety,of terms to
distinguish one type of cost-from another,-for example, sunk and incremental
costs, fixed and variable, costs, and recurring nonrecurring costs. These
different, categorizations of' costs can be hel 1 ih distinguishing between 1%

relevant and irrelevant costs.

Since costs are consequences of decisions, one may contend that the rele-
vant costs are those which lie in the future. The cost of constructing a,
tuildihg, for example, lies in the past. These sunk costs are the result of
past Choices. They are therefore irrelevant to current decisions concerning
how to best utilie space in the future. On the other'hand, decisions regard-
ing the future use of a building involve incremental costs.' The additional
costs that will-te:incurred because of some proposed change repr4sfnt meaning-
ful alternatives. Only incremental costs are important in this sense; sunk
costs should not be included in the analysis since they-dhly serve tti confuse
the decision maker.'

A distinction should also bedrawn between fixed and variable costs.
Fixed costs, often called overhead costs, typically include administrative
salaries, maintenancedepreci.4.tion, and the like. They generally-remain
stable and do-not change pith expansion or contraction of a specific school
program. For example, a decrease or increase in enpdllmtnt in a science
program does not usually require a change in administrative staffing. Variable
costs, however, are closely related to the size and output of a program, e.c.,
the number of textbopks required varies directly with Changes in enrollment.
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'When stimating the costs of expanding a program, fixed costs which do not
aff ct the decision at hand shod006.be Sxcluded,from the analysis.

Another usefdl,distinction can be made betweeh recurring and nonrecurring,
costs.N,As the name implies, nonrecurring costs are inerred only once during
a specified'time period. An example of nonrecurring costs would.be expendi-
tures fox an inservice program to train teachers td use new curricular pro-

. ducts. Recurring costs are incurred_ repeatedly (usually yearly) and-include
expenditures for salaries,. materials and supplies, and physical plant opera-
tion. As in the previous examples, only those.costs incurred within the
time frame of the decision should be included in the analysis.

The distinctions between sunk and incremental, fixed and variable, and
recurring and nonrecurring costeare not absolute. Bickner (1971, pp. 36-37)
notes that costs are related to the time, scope, and horizon of the decision
uNnder

V
analysis:

That is to say, the costs of continuing a.tertain program (and
k-the dividing line between Sunk and -incremental costs) depend

'

upon the precise time of the decision. The-costs of expanding
- a program (and the dividing line 3tween fixed andvariable

\costs) depend upon the initial and the revised scope of the
-0 program. The costs of extending a program (and the dividing

line.between recurring andnonreRurring costs) depend upon/hew
initial and the revised termination dates, or horizon, of the

.- .

program.
.

....

a
r

Once'the relevant 'costs have been identified and estimated,../the costs
Rf alternative courses of action can be compared. The most common analytical
procedure involves a comparison ofalternativestiin terms of their total,
average, and/or marginal sts. The most appropriate cost comparison -- depends
on the purpose of the eval ation being, conducted or the decision under consi-
deration. 1

''
A comparison of tots costs isousually necessary when a decision involves -

the adoption of, a new pr gram. The dedision maker wilfneed data regarding
the cost of the resent rograM as well as the incremental costs required
66 implement any Odific tions. In deciding to retain, replace, or modify a
program, the tots cost mpliCationebf any choice must be projected over a
specified time period. comparison of total costs can be quite useful' in
cost-effectiveness st ies which deal-With alternatives of about equal effec-
tiveness. Assume, fo example, that twotdifferent reading programs produce r

the same level of student achievement. The analyst could simply calculate the
:tir _cost of each alternative and recommend thati'choice which'minimizes total ex-

, --, 'penditures.
.

The compilation of average costs, however, might be more apgropriate
.if two reading programs varied consid abl#. Assume one program relied

A,'heavily upon computer-assisted instr c on and °thee technological aids
,

while the other utilized small group instruction and required additional
teachers. Average costs, of course, can*be estimated f.o any number of dif-
"ferent units--schools, claserboms, teachers, students, and the like. Examples
range from yearly per pupil expenditure to cost,per-student hour of instruc-'
tion. The cost unit employed will depend upon the particula decisNion to be,
made. In general, the unit of cost .used should be closel lated to the
major cost-variables involved. For example, itheosts of supplies will
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vary'directly' with the number of students served by a program, whereas equip-
ment costs are likely to be a ftinction of the number of classrooms utilized
by a program. -

A discussion of average costs leads directly to the notion of marginal
costs. Marginal cost may be defined asthe incremental cost of providing
one additional unit of a specific goodor service. The marginal. cost approach
is particularly helpful in analyzing the impact a decision concerningcex-
pansion'or reduction of an existing program. Marginal cost comparisons can
be used to help determine the important distinction7between fixed costs and-
variable costs discussed earlier. The costs for teachers.and space, for
exanile, may shift from fixed to variable and back again, depending upon
variations in student enrollment. Thomas (1971, pp. 45 -50) explored the

":=7-e'tonomies AT scale in a typicaldiigh school program by analyzing the cost of
adding another biology class. He assumed that a single biology lal3 can serve
a minimum of 120 students (24,students'per period for a five period day)
and a maximum of 200 students if overloading is permitted. Figure 2 illus-
tratestrates the behavior of the cost per hour of instruction'es enrollment increases,

Figure
.

U.50
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ry

Average cost per student per hour of instruction -in biology.

Source: Thomas, 1971, p. 48.

1.

In Figure 2, the average cost,per studepe Your 'declines rapidly as
student enrollment approaches the maximum capacity of thebiology'class. The
average cost line, however, changes direction once classroom,capacity is
achieved. For pbrposes of the example, it was assumed that thee'nrollment of
the 201st student requires an additional biology lab and teacher. ,_This hypo-
thetical exqmple'illustrates that the expansion of a school program involves
relatively small marginal costs per additional student until a capacity point
is reached., AV-that poifit, the marginal cost increases dramatically. While
seemingly a simple task, then, ;it should be apparent that identification,
measuremrnt, and comparison of costs involves numerous potential pitfalls.
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ANALYStS OF EFFECTIVENESS

.

CostAare used to measure resources that go into a prograM; the concept
of effe4iveness is used to assess the output of a program. Program effec-
tiveness can be defined in terms of goal attainment. In short, how much pro-
gress has been made toward the accomplishment of designated objectives?

'AcCordingly, an analysis of thelffect'i.veness of ai?educational program in-
variably involves an-assessment of one or more aspects of student performance..

Like school cost analysis, the measurement of educational outputs in-
volves several difficult problems. At the outset ,there often is disagreement,
about the specific outcome desired from an educational system and the rela-
tive importance ofvarious outcomes. Some people believe every high school
graduate should possess a saleable skill; others are primarily concerned that.
graduates be qualified to enter the college of their choice; still others are -

concerned that the school inculcate students with certain values and behavioral
patterns. .

Educational systems are expected to serve multiple andoften ConfliCting
goals and objectives. Educational systems, for example, are urged, to provide
students with equal educational opportunities and, at the same time, to pro-
vide these learning experiences in the most. efficient manner possible. The
dual objectives of equality, and efficienty often conflict with each other
and usually involverl, some type of trade-off. 'E jucational organizations often
are confronted with choices that involve greater equality at the expense of
efficiency or greater efficiency.at the expense ofiquality:

While the efficiency criterion is typically stressed in cost-effectiveness
analysis, the equality aspect cannot be ignored. Assume, for example, that
two reading programs result in equal average gains in student achievement. In

the less costly program utilizing computer technology, all students-demonstKated
about the same amount-of gain in test scores. In the more costly program' ' ,

stressing indi;idualtutoring, however, studehts in the upper two - thirds of .

the group registered modest gai*In test bores while students in the bottom
third exhibited 411tbstantial imPt*ement. _Based solely on efficiency measures,
the first program4is preferableto,thelksecond. But if greater emphasis is
placed on equality of outtorilet, the. second prpgram is more, desirable than
the first even though it is ir16-'bOstly.

Levin (1975, pp. 114-15) pointed out that the distributional consequences,
of a program should be considered in cost - effectiveness studies. In other
words, he is concerned about who receives (or who is supposed to receive) the
benefits of a program% Since a.partibular school program will rarely affeCt
all student populations, e.g., -inw*achievers and high achievers, in an iden-
tical manner, an attempt should be made to examine dhanges in the distribu-
tion of gains as well as overall test scoreegains. ,The distributional aspects
of the gains associated with a school program clearly assume great importance
when equalization objectives are the major'concern. p

Techniques have been developed for treating multiple outopigsin Cost-
o.

effectiven4Ss studies. Generally, a single.criterion of effectiveness cannot
adequately detect and estimate the possible effects of a program. In

even the measurement of progress toward attainment of a single objective
bftenswill require the use Of multiple indicatbrs. Tkfe assessment of program
effectiveness is therefo4typicallyresed on a set of indicators or measurer-
ments. The-selection of specific indicators of effectivenesg, of course,
depends on the objectives involved and the programs or program activities Under
analysis.

A fl .
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,An outpkit structure similar to the cost input structure:discussed
earlier is needed. This multidimensional structure should include a hier-

.
archical classification scheme that systematically relates programs and'po-
gram activities to designated'objectives. Likewise, the agreed upon goal(s)
must be differentiated into geperal objectives, performance objectives, and
targeted performance objectives. In short, the objectives must be opera-
tiohalized and stated in measurable terms. Several illustrative structures,-
have been devised that delineate programs, Objecti4es, and output indicatbrs,
(Mushkiii and Cleaveland, 1968).

Aince some:System-goals invariably are regarded as more important than
others by 'the relevant decision makers, the designated program objectives
generally are rank ordered or prioritized. Typically, a weighting scheme is,
used,to establish the rielative importance of different program objectives.
In using such a scheme, various weights or values are assigned to the program
objectives or outputs based on their relative importance as perceived by
those persons'fesponsible for decisions. Thi listing of wei4hted objec-
tives or outcomes can then be aggregated or iAtegrated by the analyst into
an overalleffectiAness index., Levin (1975) suggested the simultaneous
use of alternative weighting schemes in order to clarify the valueSudgments
involved and to reveal the cost-effpgiveness implications Of the value,
choices made. An explicit weightiAg i'dheite has 'considerable utility in com-
paring multiple program outputs.

'Similarly, program processes (activities or elements) can be rank
W

ordered with regard7,*to their contribution to the achievement of objectives.
By determining the relative contributions of the various program processes
to program objectives, comparisons can be made between the diffeient'activi-
ties within a program or across sevelral programs designed to accomplish the
same objectives. JuSt as objectives must be expresied in measurable terms,
performance criteria should be-specified for each_program component.

In addition to the analytical problems encountered as a result Of mul-
tipIe objectives, educational programs also produce ."spillover" or "side"
effects. A program designed to improve reading achievement for example, may,
influence pupil performance in other areas that make use of reading skills,
such as history or social studies. Likewiser-a teaching strategy designed
to stimulate student motivation or enhance student self-concept may also pro-
duce gains in cognitive areas. Some programs may generate greater indirect'
effects than others. Consideration of these indirect effects, both positive
and negative, should Seincluded in an evaluation. Thus, program outco s
should be measured along several dimensions.

'A major problem in educational program evaluation is the selection of
Valid and reliable instruments with which to measure pupil performance. For
analytical purposes, student behavioral outcomes generally can be divided into
two categories--cognitive and noncognitive. While a distinction can be &awn
between these two categories, they are not m(itually exclusive; they are, in
fact, very much interrelated. Affective factors such as student motivation,
attitudes, and self-concept may have an important effect on the learning
process and academic achievement. However, despite general agreement that
affective growth is important, there has been little progress in developing
instrumentsto assess,affective behavior. Noncognitive objectives remain .

extremely difficult to define and operationalize.
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Evaluative research in educatiOn- has been basically concerned with ex-
plaining cognitive achievement. It has largely ignored the affective diMen-
sion:of student growth. Numerous standardized tests have been developed and
,manl, of them can be used with some degree of confidence: Nevertheless, the
use of standardized tests to measure cognitive ac ievement can be hazardous.
The results of standardiied tests rare reported i yariety of-mays-and'the
different scoring modes must,be used in ahappropriate manner.

. /Almost all standardized tests involve the conversion of raw scores into
normative scores to indicate a student's relative position in a distribution
of scores. Grade-equivalent scores, for" example, indicate the grade level at
which students.are performing. While grade-equivalent scores have some
utility, Coleman and Karweit (1970) clearly point out that these scores can-
not be used to make inferences about the effect of a school program on the
rates of growth of pupils who start at different grade levels.

Specifically, a grade-equivalent score reports a student's position re-
_lative.to'the median of the norm group at a particular grade level.`Accord-
ingly, a year of growth is based on the total distribution of scores at that
grade,level. Since variance in test scores will increase progressively from
ear19'.to later grade levels, a gain oftwelve months will be increasingly
more difficult to obtain. In other words, a student who maintains the same
percentile, over time, that is, the same position relative to other students,
will appear to fall farther, and farther behind based on grade-equivalent
measures.

A "year of growth" in reading at grade 12 is less, relative
to the total distribution of 12th-graders' scores, than ,a year
of growth at grade 6. A "grade-equivalent" score, therefore, ,

0° means a different thing at every grade-level. It does not com-
are the'student to others of the same age or at the same grade
evel; it compares him to the average or median student at another
de level. It is a relatiye scare masquerading as an absolute
e (Coleman & Karweit, 1970, ID. 171'.

F

Although percentile scores are better- suited for campaiison than are
grade-equivalent scores, Coleman and Karweit alsd demonstrAtedthe misleading
'nature of these scores. he percentile identifies the point din a distribu-
tion of seorebelaw which a given percentage of students fall. If a student .

scores at the 80th percentile, for example, then 80 percent of the total group
have scores less than or equal 'to his. In the normal distribution,depiated,by
a beti2shaped curve, student scores are clustered closely around the 50th per-

116 centile and are-much more widely, spaced at the extremes, 'e.g., the 10th or 90th
percentile. Thus, "the pertentile score stretches out the scale toward the
middle,,and.compresses it at the ends (Coleman & Karweit, 1970, p. 171." Per-

1

centile scor4y,yhich permit a comparison of the relative position of students
at different imintS'in tilde, therefore, are useful in determining the direction
of change but are hott"saisfactory for measuring the amount of change that has
occurred.

\;1

.

. A more accurate estimate of the amount of change can be made by using'
standardized scores. The distribution ofrgtandard scores (Z scores) is.base0
On a mean of zero andya standarddeviation of one. The relative position of
a score is expressed in standard deviation units. The standardized score
permits a comparison of a student's performance on one measurement with. his

5
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performance on another measurement. ,Coleman and Karweit (1970, p. 17-21)

f
suggested the creation of standardized scores for, every grade 1 el. By
standardizin the scores, the mean would ipecome the ,same but a eparate
standard sco would be expreSsed for each grade level. The amount of,change
could then e compared more accurately by using the same mean and standard
deviation across grade levels.

.

While standardized tests describe'a student's position relative to other ,
students, they do nit diagnose the specific skills that have been.mastered.by
the student. For this reason, criterion-referenced tests (as opposed to norm-
referenced tests) appear to be'better suited for use in cost-effectiveness
studies. The distinguishing feature of a oriteri:On-referenced test is its
relationship to the specific goals and object matters of eprogram of instruc-
tion.

. .
T

4

Each item on a criterior*-refe enced test is designed 'to measure
or indicate the accompliShment of a particular skill. The im-
portant factor is which items are passed, not the number. Test 'it

scores are for advancing the student, not generally to summarize
achievement [Averch, et Alt, 1972, p. 33].

Like standardized tests, criterion-referenced tests are not without prob-
lems. Criterion-referenced tests axe deVeloped to evaluate progress toward
specific program objectives. ,As mentioned earlier', widespread agreement on
specific objectives is often difficult'to achieve, In addition, some objec-
tives Are 'difficult to operationalize in measurable terms. For these reasons,
course objectives may be oversimplified in order to construct the necessary
UeSt,iterils.' Other drawbacks to criterion-referenced tests are that they
generally are costly to ,develop and can seldom be used over a wide range
of applications.

a
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COST-EFFECTIVENESS LITERATURE

.4'
C ONCEPTUAL WORK

0

"

In a paper basically concerned with the performance of mUlitarysystems,
Quade (1971) pregented a conceptual framework for conducting costObffectiveness
anelySes consisting of five basic elements--ob)ective(s),, alternative(s)', costs,
model(s), and a criterion (see Figure 3),. Quade viewed the analytical process
as involving three overlapping stages. In the first, the formulation stage,
the problem is defined, the issues are clSftfied, and the study is limited. In
,the second,- the search state, alternatives are (generated and data are collected.
In the final stage,thetcomplex process of compering,or evaluating the various
alternatives is undertaken.

V

The Promising The ALTERNATIVES
ALTERNATIVES ° In order of Preference

- A
8

4 Ali)

A,

lohability
Ma 1 n lenanet,

Manpower
As Su-pply

Common Ica tions

Al

A:4 /

THE MODELS

Figure 3: Quade's structure of analysis.

Source: Quade, 1971, p: 296.

-

Qtade emphasized the importance of using' a model,to compare alternative
courses of auction interms o4 their costs an.deffectiveness. The model, e.g.,.%

computer simulation, linear prd4ramming, or mathematical equations, provides
"a precise structure and terminalogY that serve primarily as an effective

'meaffsof communication, enabling the parpicipants'in' the study to exercise
their judgment and. intuition inka concrete context and 'in proper relatiop to
others (1971,.p. 295)." While the controlled replicated experimental approach

S
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can rarely, if ev\ r be used in policy analysis, Ouade argued that every
k,..!

effort must be made to. maintain the rigor of scientific methods. In other

words, the alternatives must be examined systematically and objectively to
permit others to replicate,and verify the study. .

Working with educational systems, Alkin (19701 constructed a model -to
(1) compare the cost-effectiveness of alternative instructional programs,
(2)evaluate the cost-effectiveness of specific school.programs, and (3) deter-.
mine the cost-effectiveiess of using different school input options.

dprozosed model (see Figure 4) consists offive components: (1) student

inputs--the abilities and characteristics of the students entering the school
program, (.2Y fiqpncial inputs--the financial resources made available to
support the\program, (3) maniiSulatable characteristics--the resource-Consuming.
/aspects of die program that.canbe changed administratively, (4) outcomes--the

cognitive and noncognitive changes that occur in students after they have
been exposed to the instructional program, and 15) external systems--the
social, poiitical, legal, and economic structure of society.

MANIPULATABLE

7,

CHARACTERISTICS

r

OUTCOMES

Figure.4. Alkin's cost-effectiveness model.
A

Source:' Alkin, 1970, p. 226.

i

Depending upon the type,of evaluation conducted, Alkin arranges these-
different,components into contrO1, predictor, or Criterion variable sets.
The Cost-effectiveness of alternative instructional programs,.for,exi'mple,
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could be
/
compared by.using component A and B (external systems and student

inputs) as cohtrol vari:able sets, component C (financial inputs) as a predic-
tor variable set, and component E (outcomes,) as 'a criterion variable set.
dkewise, indiftdual school programs could be examined by using' components A,
B, and C as predictor variables with component. E as th-e criterion measure.
Various inputs combinations could be compared by using components A, B,and
C as control variables, component D (manipulatable characteristics) as pre-
dictor variables, and component E as the criterion:

. Abt,(1969) deve/oPedla cost-effectiveness model to evaluate.Elemenacry
and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) Title I programs for the disadvantaged.
Tie model attempt's to evaluate the relative school, student, and community
effects and associated costs of alternative Title I programs. Abt's input-
output Model (see Figure 5) includes five submodels: (1) school--the

,production proces's of transforming the inputs (different student types and
educational resources) into better educated individuals, (2) instructional
process - -the changes in student behavior resulting from Title I programs,
(3)'community--the _impact on the-community of changes in educational outputs
due to Title I programs, (4) costs--the direct'and indirect costs required to
implement Title I programs, and (5) cost-effectiveness--the analysis of the
effedts and xsults of Title I programs.

INPUTS

TITLh I

PROCRAM:,
COMMUNITY

USER
JUDGMENT

SCHOOL i. COm
MUNITY DATA

I

ASB

. I

c COMPIR'Elt SIMULATION

1

INSTRUCTIONAL
PROCESS

COSTS CV ST-

EFFECTIVI,NESS .

Figure 5. Abt's cest-effectiyeness model.,

Source: Abt, 1969, p. 67.

OUTPUTS

COMMUNITY,

AEARN Mc. POTENTIAL
JAEQUALITY OF EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY

SCHOOL
AGRA DUATES

ADRAPOUTS

STUDENT
AACHIEVEMENTS
AATTITUDES (INDEX OF LEA
DIFFICULTY)

'EFFICIENCY'
AEFFECTS PERS
4EFFECTS PER RESOURCE

This model is designed to program data descriptive of ecLcational systems
for computer simulatidn purposes. Inputs include community characteristics,
student demographic data, and Titfe I program data. .0Utputs include'changes,
in stiidett achievement and attitude,' as well as changes in the number of school'.

3.
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graduates and dropouts. Abt developed each of the five submodels in consider-

able detail., Tile ,school submodel, for sx le, includes a school flow matrix

for monitoring student achieement,and ystematic procedure for performing

truancy/dropout calculations4-',.
Haggart and Carpenter (1965) developed a model for school district plan-

ning based on a pldhning-programMing-budgeting'system (PPBS). The model
illustrates the various PPBS*cb4onents and clarifies the importan,t_analytical
dimension (see Figure 6). The PPBS process begi s with.a statement of objec-, /
tives arg-a--categorization Of.underlying activiti s and programs. This cate-

gorizatidn provides the program structure (P1, P2 to Pn) necessary fort'
generating possible program alternatives (Al, A2, o An). Each lternative

must be considered in terms of resource requirement and in re ation to several
effectiveness measures. The evaluation and selection of a preferred alternative
,bay involve many difficult decisions. Clearly resouFe requirements will have
to be weighed against resource availability and estimates of effectiveness wild
hay.e to be weighed against designated objectives.

. .

PFOBLEM
DEFINITION

le

Piox 'RAM STRUCTURE

co to

ALTERNATIVES

OBJECTIVES

CATEGORI7AT ION
OF

DISTRICT ACTIVITIES

El

RESOURCE
REQUIREMENTS'

TIME

FACILITIES

[PEOPLE

IEQUIP I

QUANTIFIED
OBJECTIVES'

ECFECTIVENESS

ITYPE 1 I TYPE 2

ETC.

ENROLLMENT

PROJECTIONS

RESOURCE
AVAI LAM IMTY

PROGRAM BUDGET

NONQUANTIFIABLE
CONSIDERATIONS

EVALUATION AND
SELECTION OF
ALTERNATIVES

Figure 6.
r
11.1aggart and Carpenters analytical model.

Source: Haggart and Carpenter, 1969, p.
1
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Kim and Harris (1976) developed a cost-effectiveness mode and data in-
struments applicable to the management of secondary vocational education pro-
grams (seetFigure 7). Eight elements for any cost-effectiveness analysis were,
identified from the literature: (1) the program or alternative programs,
(2) program,objectives, (3) program cost, (4) program output, (5) e'Itbdelocif

th'e relationships among the elements,' (6) ekfectivenegs--the extent tp which 7

the objective's are achieved; (7) efficiencythe relationship between the out-
put and the cost, and (S) the ratio of program'effecpiveness to program cost.
The'model includes four major componentsr-Vocational program c]assifications,
program objectives and specifications, Trojram outputs, and costs. It was
designed to generate three kinds of cost-effectiveness measureseffehiveness,.
efficiency, and cost-effectiveness ratio and/or performance ratio.

COMMUNITY SYStEM

COST -h.' hVTIW:NhOS-
MEA5URES

.04.1NUNITY

IWNANDS

1

STUDENT
INPUTS 0-/R + C-E/RATIO STUDENT

OUTPUTS

CO? nuNiTy

SUPPORT
ECONOMIC

BENEFITS

FEEDBACK

Figure 7. Kim and Harris' cost-effectiveness analysis model for secondary
vocational programs. ""' ,.

Source-: Kim and Harrig, 1976, p. 34.

Seiler (19P) suggested several'prelimina ry considerations 'which must be
dealt with before attempting to measure a system's cost-effectiveness. Possible
program alternatives should be assessed initially to determine those which are
feasible within the context of a system'S overall linlitations. In-order to
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conduct a meaningful analysis,t.he-teasible alternatives must either be
homogeneous or equalized with respect to many factors, such as geographical '

location or scale of measurement, that might otherwise prevent meaningful
comparisons. Seiler delineated five basic cost-effectiveness approaches- -
ratio model, indifference curve model, mathematical prOgramming,, theory of
games, and probabilistic cost - effectiveness. 't

The most common technique, the ratio model, measures the "efficiency"
Of a Systemin terms of the ratio of its output (effectiveness) to its input
(cost). An overall "fig .ire of merit" is obtained by dividing t e System

effectiveness'index by the system ctst in4eic>» A more useful ap roa0', the
indifference

.

i curve model, permits an analysis of various combin ions of al-

ternative systems. By employing marginal analysis while holding cost and
effectiveness constant, an indifferencecurve model can be used to identify
that combination of alternatives which maximizes the figure of merit. The third

technique, mathematical'programming,.includes linear, nonlinear,°and integer,
programming, the calculus of variations, and optimal control theory. Assuming

that the functional relationships among the related. variables are linear and
additive, for example, typibal linear programming techniques can be used to
determine the olAimuM allocation of a system's resources or'to determine a
pysteres minimum cost requirements.

In the first three models it is assumed that the decision maker can operate
in arvacuum,si.e.', asia thire were no other deciSion makers in his fie281. This

assumptidn, however, cannot be made in a competitive. system where the decision
maker must consider carefully his_opponents' possible reactions to the decisions
that he might make. An attempt therefore, must be made to identify optimal
strategies in confrontation situations. Assuming equal costs, there are dif-
ferent "payoffs" (effectiveness levels), important to,different people, over
the-range of available strategies (alternatiVes).

In) the last approach,Rrobabilistic cost-e".-4"veness, cost and effec-
tiveness probability distributions are generated for.each alternative. This

method permits the decision maker to weigh his confidence ip the various alter-
native kIstems. In concluding his discussion of these models, Seiler pointed
Out that external factors rgust be considered_carefully when making a choice.
based on a cost-effectiveness criterion: Exogenous factors -- technological
advances, the avdilability of resources, or political considerations--may sig-
nifiCantly influence a system and strongly affect any cost-effectiveness
decision.

EMPIRICAL WORK.

Levin (1970b) applied cost-effectiveness techniques'in an analysis of
teachers recruitment and retentibn,pplicies- Since teacher salaries typically
account for about 75 percent of a School's operating bOget, Levin posed two
.questions: (1J-Which teacher characteristics show a relation to a goal that
most of us would accept for the schools, thatdd, .performAnce'on a standardized
test of verbal achievement? and (2) What does it cost the schools to obtain
teachers with different characteristics?

To answer these, questions, ,Levin'used data from the Coleman study to in-
vestiglitte the impact Of the teachee_s verbal'ability and experience on the
performance oftsixth grade students on a standardized achievement test. Using
a production function approach,_ Levin estimated *that the effect ofeach' addi-
tional unit,of feaCher verbal score raised the,veibai scores'of white students

.
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an average of .179 points and the yerbal,scores of black students by an

average Of .175 points. At the same time, each additiOnal year ofgteacher
experience was associated with an average increase of .D60 points for white4, ^

,students'and .108 for black students.'
Focusing next on the cost dimension, Levi examined the relationship*

-between teacher salaries and the teacher',verta lity.and experience.
Based on regression analysis., Levin estimated t eachers were, on.Lthe

,

average, receiving about $79 more for each additional Year of teaching ex-
perience and about$24,more for each additional point a verbal score. Bring-
ing the cost data and achievement results together, LeVin concluded that

--1176.inq teachers with higher verbal ability would be five to ten times more
effective per dollar of expenditure in increasing student achievement scores
than would siring teachers with'more experience

Jamison, Suppes, and Butler (1970) investigated the potential role of
Computer Assisted Instructi ,(CAI) for compensatory edUcation programs in
urban schools by reviewing he wetults of an ESEA Title III funded program in
CAI in New York City. The arithmetic achievementiscores of students receiving
CAI (experimental group) were'compared with those of students receiving

,,

traditional instruction (control group). Cost:-effectiveness values were cal-
culated for both the experimental,and control groups by combining cost and
performance data under thee different sets of assumptions which specified
the median case, best case, and worst case. After estimating the'costs of

Ilk N 4one month's achievement gain with CAI for each of the three'cases, the re-
searchers concluded that the Ndw VrkeCAX;program,in elementary arithmetic
was a iligOy cost-effectiire com e -tory education teehnique.

. , .Curtis (1971) Ebntended thatLa decision maker must- u'l'timately choose
between program processes 4or COmponenjts) rather than ,total programs. Accord-'

1110 ingy, a cost-e fectiveness°, hodol gr was developed to (1) identify the
,;-

, processes (task hich O :-
n um and"matdrial resources) used,rier attain -',

common objectives,
.

(2)'d e..- .e t eAellpiveeffeCtiveness of,thgSe processes,
....

and (3) compare the cost-effe `.. ive ess ielationship,.amdril`thesses. Two
'reading projects in the.Milw ee (Wisconsin) ; igjtChools 'were liged to
demonstrate this cost-effec eness approach. Bbt ..readilag. projects .enrolled
comparable student populations,, sought to attain similar Objectives, and
employed comm ..on processes. ,

.
.

. ... .

A panel,of experts was asked to rank order tge objed ves'of the two
reading ptojects in termsqof their perceived imiortahce various pio-
testes were then rank ordered on the basis of their pdicTi .contribution
to the attainment of each objective. Initially,ith reseArch m s o ology in-
vol ed the development of a utility value based on. the weighted objectives and
pro esses. In the next research 'procedure, three'output measurell--a grade
equ malent change in reading achievement, the differenceJoetween actuaI grade 1-*

'equivalent change and expected change, and a change in student..xetitude toward
reading--were cohsidered in deteiiining the relative effectiveness of the pro-

., q?
cesses.

Curtis cakCulated autility/cost value for each 'process by diyiding the
utility value by .the cost pdr pupil fox tDv process. The relative contribu--
.tion cif each process to the overall,eftativenest scbre,wa% determined by
dividing the utility value of,each process by the sum ofk all utility values
for all processes. (The total student change score based o all three output ,

meas/Ures--th erall effectiveness score--was 7.74). -Th fectiveness;value

1,4
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fOr each process was obtadned by-multiplying the overall effectivenegs score
of 2.74 by the proportion of contribution made by each process. To obtain

cost-effectiveness ratio for each process, the effectiveness value for the

p ocess was divided by its'cost per pupil. Table 1 displays the methodology
Curtis employed to determine cost-effectiveness of different program components.

t.

TABLE 1

CURTIS' COST- EFFECTIVENESS METHODOLOGY

PROPORTION OF CONTRI-
BUTION TO EFFECTIVENESS Proportion

Process

K
A
G

B

I

F

J

4 E

H

C

DISTRIBUTION OF EF-
FECTIVENESS VALUE TO COST TO EFFEC-

PROCESS TIVENESS RATIO

of r

Utility- Contribution Process Value
r

212 .15
rK

205 .15 A
192 .14 .m G
169 .12 B
141 , .10 I

117 .98 F

116- .08 J

,,112 (08 E

.0575 H

75 = .05 C

erall effec ness score = 2.74

Source: .Curtil, 1971,.p. 258.

.41 $ '6.00/.41

.41 $ 5.63/.41

.33 $ 21.00/.33

.33 $ 5.62/.33

.27 $ 50.00/.27

.22 $ 49.00/.22

.22 $ 5.00/.22

.22 $ 161.00/.22

.14 $ 21.00/.14

.14 $ 38.00/.14

The cost-effectiveness,ratios.in Table 1 give the deCision maker an esti-
mate of the amount of gain that can be associated with a dollar of investment
in each process. Processes J (teaching aides organize and catalog reading
materials), K (reading research teacher works with individual teachers in the
preparation and use of materials), B (teachin aides work in individual' class -'
rooms withteachers in the preparation of 'mate ial and A (resource teacher
visits each teacher's classroom to provide'rea g in truction support) have
the largest payoffs,"i 'elding approximately .04 to . for each dollar invested.

Process G (reading resource teacher conducts inservi sessions for the total
staff) has the next largest return, yielding a gain of .02. In sh-Ort, Curtis'

methodology produced a prioritized listing of the array of possible Processes
based on the (1X importance of the obledbives, (2) contribution of the various
processes to the attainment of the objectives, (3) utility value of the pro-

cesses, (4) costs of the processes, and (6) effectiveness of the pipcqsses.
kiesling (1972) estimated the relationship of selected eduCationaf inputs

and the reading performance of disadvantaged children 4A). ESEA Title I projects
in California. Kiesling's data were based on a 6 percent,sampletof Title I
projects in California. The projects sampledencluded 1Q percent of the state's

A
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Tit ,1 students enrolled in the second, third, fourth, and fifth grades.
esling found that the following variables best explained the pooled reading

achievement for all students: (1) beginning score, (2) program length,,
(3) percentage of minority group pupils, (4) minutes of instruction by reading
specialists, (5) minutes of instruction by paraprofessionals helping regular
classroom teachers, (6) percentage of in'struction in a.separate facility, and
(7) hours of planning per week. In a separate analysis of students in the
third grade, however: only beginning score, program length, and specialist in-
struction were related to reading gains at high probability levels. The School
input--spepialist instruction--was most consistently related to reading gains,
with the strength of the relationship particularly strong in the analysis of
the third grade. Translating these findings into cost terms, Kiesling estimated
that a $100 expenditure per pupil for reading specialists would provide an
additional one-tenth f gain per month of instruction. AnTadditional expendi-
ture of $500 per p rwould buy a "normal" learning rate of 0.,7 months gain
for participating T tle I children.

In another stu y invOlving reading curricula, W ebster (1972) examined
the cost- effective ess relationship between instructional costs and student
achievement gains.in several reading programS in Grand Rapids, Michigan. The
reading programs studied included three programs in which performance contracts
were used:. (1) Alpha II, (2) Westinghouse Learning Corporation (WLC), and
(3) Combined Motivation and Educational Systems (CMES), plus three additional
programs: (4) Project Read, (5) a traditional remedial reading (TRR) program,
and (6) a regular (contrOl) program. Webster's data were based on a sample
of Title I students,. enrolled in these programs in second, third, seventh,,
eighth, and ninth grades. Because of differences in the time allotted-for
reading activities and unequal class siz&'s, instructional costs were reduced
to a common, denominator of student minutes of exposure (SME) for several cost-
categories. Webster calculated an annual cost per pupil for each program. She
then divided this cost by the average one-tenth (.1) grade gain,to establish a
relationship between program costs and gains.

Analysis of variance was used to examine the gains in student reading
achievemeAt. Separate analyses were conducted for the second and third grades,
for the seventh grade, and for the eighth and ninth grades. The mean achieve-,
ment gains by programs and grade levels and the cost per one-tenth (.1) achieve-
ment gain for each analysis are presented in Table 2. For the second and
third grades, WLC, Project Read, and tAe col program were most Cost -
effective, producing the largest gains for the least cost. The WLC program
was the least expensive per one-tenth grade gain; the TRR program was. associated
with the highest overall mean gain but clearly was the most costly program.
For the seventh grade, CMES and Alpha II were most cost-effective while TRR
had the'highest cost per-tenth of aChievertient gain. FOr the eighth. and ninth
grades the two performance contract .programs were considerably more cost-
effective than the control group. Webster' concluded that educators should
give consideration to whether or not traditional reading programs should be
continued in theiepresent form.

Jamison, Suppes, and Wells (1974) surveygd the research concerning the_
effectiveness of the following.insttructional media: traditional classroom
instruction (Tr), instructional radio (IR), instructional teleirision (ITV),
programmed instruction (PI), and computer-assist&rinstructloA (CAI). 1
Studdnt achievement scores'were used most frequently to assess the ,effecti14p-_
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TABLE 2

WEBSTEWS COSTfEFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
OF SIX READING PROGRAMS

Alt

Reading Treatment Program Grades
and Mean Achievement Gain 2 3 7 8 . 9 \.

Alpha II
,

'.4 - '.5 .5 1.0 :8
Westinghouse .6 :7.

' Project Read .7 .7

Tradition Remedial Reading .8 .8 -.2
Combined tivation and Education .7 1.1 .6
Conprol (drgular School) .7 .4 .4 .3 .4

Cqst Per One-Tenth (.1) Student
Achievement Gain in Read4tg

Elementary Grades -2 .and 3

Alpha II $, 22.51
Westinghouse Learning 11.82
Project Read 16.34
Traditional Remedial Reading 49.60
,Control (Reguldk Program) 14.28

Middle Schbol Grade 7

Alpha II 19.89
Combined Motivation and Education.
Traditional Remedial Reading
Control

Alpha II
Combined Motivation and .Education
Control

Midd Schoo rades 8 and 9

6

lqiii
?74E7s°

23.82

10.47

13.18
25.24

-

ness of thee alternative media. After reviewing the studies investigating TI,
the 'authors concluded that few variables appear tobe,consistently.associated
with student. performance. Two exceptions, howeyer, were noted. First, in most
studies, theteacher's verbal ability was positively correlated with student

-learning. Second, while the research surveyed indicated that the teacher-
student ratio has little influence on student achievement; small classes seemed
to improve the performance of young children.

Based on a limited number`of studies, the author also concluded that IR;
supplemented with appropriate printed materials, is about as effective as TI.
At the same time, they fOund strong evidence to indicate th4 ITV, used.,in a
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manner thnt'simulates TI, is as effective as TI. Likewise,-most research 4
findings suggested that there were no significant.difliiences between either

'PI or CAI and traditional classroom instruction. Some,of the studies, how-
'ever; reported a saving in student time, which has important implications for
overall effectiveness. There is also considerable evidence to suggest that
theuse of small amounts of CAI in conjunction with regulak classroom instruc-
tion leads to increased achievement, particularly-for slower students.

Jamison and his colleagues cited the.high costs of schooling as today's
numbef one problem in education. The prices of school inputs, especially
teacher salaries, have been increasing sharply without a corresponding increase
in school productivity. The authors believe the productivity of, educational
systems can be improved by augmenting human effort with technology, In the (
studies they surveyed, however, alternative technologies were employed pri-
mariiy to improve instructional gdality'or to provide enrichment activities._
The authors argue that the time has come tg, explore "much more systematically..
the potential of technology to reduce system costs through productivity im-
provement [1974, p. 58]."

Blaschke and Sweeney J1974) reported preliminary results of a study of
the cost- effectiveness of compensatory reading programs in Michigan. Their
study focused on 25 high-achieving districts and 23 low-achieving districts
classified on the basis of 1972-73 Title I evaluation reports of approximately
500 local education agencies. Individual schools were classified as high-
or low-achieving on the basis of the school's average grade egurValent unit
gain score divided by the number of months between the pre- and post1tests.

' The effectiveness model employed in the study was based upon groupings"bf
variables which the researcher's hypothesized would act together in their
impact on the effectiveness of compensatory educaion programs. The COST-ED
model developed by Education Turnkey Systems was.used in the analysiS of cost,
with each program viewed as consisting of one activity in which the student was
directly involved (classroom reading activities) and four4supportive activ-
ities in which the student-was not directly involved (planning, training,
decision making, and administration). The results 4f the study indicated
that "some schools in Michigan do make a difference and'that the charactefis-
tits of these schools'are in many instances .very signifi,cant . . . and that the
factors which appear to-describe, if not make, the diffilrence between effec
tive and non - effective comp -ed programs are for the most part.'controllable' by
lbcal district staff, and usually those)at thy building level. . . . [1974,
p. 61]." Among the significant factors identified were the (1) role of the
school. principal-, including how the principal allocated time and delegated
Vision making to teachers,"(2) role of teachers, including amount of deci-
sidn making delegated to theteacher and amount of time allocated to instruc-
tional management activities by the teacher, 13) 'nature and extent of coordi-
nation among.the teaching staff, especially between regular teachers emit
compensatory education teachers, and (4) amount of planning time allocated
by the compensatory education director and t 'chers.' The' researchers noted
that, with regard to resource utilization, "th factors o? variables which ,0.

characterize theAdffereAces cost few additional marginal dollars; rather , .

they reflect different time usage patterdoof building staff [1974, pp., 62-
63i."

The Michiganreost-effectiveness study is being continued by the Michigan
Department of Education., It utilizes data for individual pupils and'class-
rooms in an attemto identify and test the rePlicability of practices and

54
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processes related significantly to the success of reading programs (Michigan. t.

DePartment of'Education, 1976). The preliminary results, baSed upon applica-
tion of path analysis to a substantial amount of data, indicate that
(1) higher per pupil program costs are associated with higher reading Achieve-,
ment and ( ) tsacher morale, degree of accountability, and involvement.of
paraprofearionals are the only variables shown-to have direct impact on
reading achievement.

The Pennsylvania Department of Education is engaged in a:multi-year
study of the quality and 'cost- effectiveness of special.education programs in
that state and has reported the results obtained from analyses of the first.
year's data ,(Pennsylvania Department of Education, 1976), The studyjnvblves
a random sample of Special education classes selected to represent*five cate-

gories of exceptionalityeducable mentally retarded', trainable mentally re-
tarded, socially and emotionally distUrbed, brain injured-, and physically,
handicapped.` The sample was stratified by (1) number of.pupils per exception7
ality, (2) elementary or secondary program, (3) range of cost in the programs,
and (4) demographic conditions (inner-city, other metropolitan area, suburban,
and rural). In addition to data on five cost categories (general administra-
tion, special education administration, direct instructional costs, instruc-
tionaI support, and instructional materials and equipment) an indicator of
quality instrument was developed based on criteria of effectiveness deemed'im-
portant by teachersr supervisors, parents, members of advocacy gtoups, teacher
trainers, and special educators.

Analysis of the first year's 'data revealed that the expenditures for
special education did not correlate consistently with quality-of instructional'
programs as measured by'the indicator of quality instrument. It also was
found that, while expenditure for special education did not correlate consis-
tently with achievement gains, a number of significant relationships did exist.
It was found, for example, that "cost contributed significantly to achievement '.
gains in reading and spelling for the. elementary ed4able mentally retarded;
in reading for the secondary educable mentally retarded; in reading for the
elementary trainable mentally retarded; aid in spelling for the'elementary
socially and, emotionally disturbed, physically handicapped. and. brain injuyiled
(Pennsylvania Department of Education, 1976, iv]."

Wolfe (1976) utilized data obtained from the individualrecords of 627
students enrolled in the Philadelphia Pubic School System over a three-year
period (1967/68-1970/71), and cost information based on the school year 1975/76,
to analyze the cost-effectiveness of various ways of reducing school expendi-
tures: Utilizing the production function relationship between school' nputs
and outputs based on the pupil data-and the 1975/76 cost infcmmation for the
school input's, Wolfe examined how,resources might be reallocated more effi-
ciently if the current budget level were maintained and hbw resources might be
allocated if an across-the-bdatd budget'reduction of $30 per.pupil were requi
Based on the results of her analysis', Wolfe observed that:

'(1) The systematic evaluation of inputs in relation to outputs, com-
bined with cost figures, can increase .the effectiveness of educationa
dollars. . . . (2) The cost per pupil is not directly tied to,pupil
achievement growth. Current resources can be, used more effectively, b
reallocation. Different expenditure patterns yield verY'different re-
sults. (3) A systematic budget cut yields more satisfactory results
than an across-the-board cut. (4) Even in times of.budget cuts it may
be best to increase expenditures, on certain resourCes.(i.e.,.'smaller
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classes for low achievers, more experienced teachers for high
achievers) and compensate with larger cuts'elsewhere to maximize
the output of the school system [1976, pp, 18.r-19].3
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VIII

A,CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FORiCONOMIC ANALYSIS OF SCHOOLING
ti

. to
Educational organizations and the learning process are extremely com-

plex At present, educational decision makers have little more than intuitioA
to guide them in determining how to most efficiently usp e resources avail-
able to schools. There is little reason to expect greate productivity in
educational systems until moretinforthation concerning the impact of various
types of resources on school learning is available to guide educational

.

decision. makers. .

'A systems model of the educational production process (see Figure 8)
can provide a heuristic framework for analyzing and thinking about the ,

problems inherent in maximizing the productivity of educational resources.
The conceptual framework discussed in this section views the educationafxpro-
duction process as a system subject to economic analysis. We take the posi-
tion that school resource allocation is primarily an economic problem and
that the tools of economics and systems analysis should be-applied to ques-
tions concerning the efficient utilization of school resources. The'model .*

we have otulined consists oL four major components: (1) inputs to the
educational system, includingpolicies which constrain and/or control the
system's operation, (2) the formal educational system (school) and the

.,

processes associated with that system, (3). outputs of the educational system
and (4) feedback. The conceptual framework, shown in Figure 8,-is equally
useful for viewing a classroom, school, school district, or even a state as
an educational production systems The framework follows the resources which
are provided to the formal educational system froth its external,environment
(the school community, school district, state, or nation), through the
educational process which occurs within the school, to the edUCational out-
comes: The feedback componpnt ties system outputs to both th educational
process acid the, system inputs. Changes can be made to modify either the
process or inputs, in order to ;more efficiently accomplish the objectives.

0t
SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT AND CONTROL

Inputs to the educational system from its external, environment can sig-
nificantly.inflUence the outcomes of schooling. Figure 9 shows in greater
detail this first major component of the conceptual framework. Research
cited earlier in this paper clearly indicates that g community's socio-
economic chakacteristics, values, attitudes, and expectations bear a signi-
ficant relationship to the outcomes of schooling. While most people agree,
that the primary function of schools is "to educate," their views.as to
what constitutes education vary widely. Various subpublics often ho,ld dif-
ferent'Zxpeqtations for*the schools.
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Another significant input from the external environment is knOwledgel
about the educational process. Professional educators are expected to

possess knowledge about human learning and to use This knowledge in
selecting appropriate learning activities for students and in making effi=
cient and effective use off the resources made available to the school.

A community's economic base has an important bearing upon its abilitf
to finance education. The level of funding available to the school is
strongly infludnced by the economic resources (fiscal capacity) of the
Community and its willingness (tax effort) to support education. Fadtors

1

such as household income levels, manufac uring activity, and retail sales
are important 4eterminants of the commun W's economic base. Although the

level of fiscal resources available to a school is primarily dependent upon
the community,- state poli ies concerning educational finance and federal
aid programs also are imortant factors._

The social and- d.agrapIlic characteristics of a community constitute a-
third set of variables that influence the educational production process.
Variables such as the educational level, age, and occupatidn of adults inter-
act with economic and community factors to shape attitudes and expectations:
Population growth or decline and the age structure of the population also
affect the resource input of the school. It must be borne in mind that a
school does not exist in a vacuum; it exists in -an identifiable milieu. The

. I-. educational processes of the school inevitably-must reflect the,nature^of
the community served; the needs of the pupils in attendance, and the ex-
pectations held for tha*school by parents and the public.

System Controls
\..1(

Public schools must operate within a well defined policy framework.
Aims, priorities, and controls are established for schools'by elected epre-
sentatives at local, state, and federal government levels. -An extensive
system of constitutional requirements, judicial mandates, statutOrY7direc-
tives, and administrative rules either influence or control the educational
production process.

Schools depend "primarily on local property taxes and state and federal
aid.prograds for their operating revenues. In addition to the controls built
in its general school aid formula, a state may exercise control over educa-
tion 1 policy by imposing, spending limitations, establishing minimum educa-
'tio 1 standards, prescribing curricula, stipulating certification requirements
for rofessional personnel, and the like.

At the. local level, a community supplements the controls established by
'the State by formulating its own set of rules_and regulations through a
board of education. This board determines (either explcicitly or implicitly)
the relative importance of various goals, establishes priorities, and iden-
tifies,objectives. Contracts between a board of education and a teacher or-
ganization can impose constraints upon class size, working hours, length of
the school 'year, provisions fqr inservice improveMent, compensation, and other -

variables, directly related to the educational production process.
The aims established for a school distr'ct art be transfated into edu-

cational objectives and defined in terms an operating educational program.
The relative importanceassigned to the var ous objectives will help' estab-
lish priorities for'use of availableresources.
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The second major component of the conceptual framework is the educationa
system itself. This may be further subdivided into two elements -- school re-
source input6 and school resource applications. A school district or school
has two general categories of inputs with which to work--human-resources and
material resources. Because the set of aims and priorities reflegteain ,

system controls affects how these resources may be aised, school personnel at
all levels, from the classroom to the central office, have certain,constAints
within( which they must operate as they seek to achieve specific learning'ob-
jectives.

School Resource Inputs

Resource inputs to the school may be grouped into two major categories,
as shown in Figure 10--human resources (i.e., students, teachers, and staff),
and material resources (the physical plant, classroom equipment, curricular
materials, supplies, and the like). While school administrators cannot con-
trol important home or community background factors or student characteristics,
they can exercise control'over some school resource inputs and the way they
are deployed-to help overcome factors that can negatively affect student
learning. ., e,

t

Students are the most significant input to the school from its external
environment. Research has shown that home and community background factors
will strongly influence their aspirationi, motivations, skills, and knowledge.
Unlike a manufacturing plant which can reject rawlmaterial that does not
meet quality standArds, public schools must work'with the pupils who attend
them. They cannot arbitrarily reject students who faiffilkto meet some pre-
established admission requirement. Because of the differences which exist
among students, teachers and administrators must be thorn ghly familiar
with the community served by the school and must tailor e educational pro-
cess to meet the needs of individual students. FOr ex le, disadvantaged
students are likely to need different educational progr s and experiences
than advantaged students if they are to achieve their ull potential.

The personnel employed by. the school--teachers, administrators, guidance
\' counselors, psychologists, social workers, librarians, teacher'aides, and

other personnel directly involved in the learning process--constitute an
important input. Similarly, personnel not directly involved in teaching,
such as maintenance 1,4orkers, bus drivers, and food service workers, are im=r,
portant. Research cited previously has demonStrated that teacher characterii-
tics are significantly related to some school outputs and-that certain attri7
buter.of teachers bear significantly upon some learners and not upon others.

'T.41s, a school administrator must carefully considee the characteristicsof
current staff members when assessing the qualifications of prospective staff
members in order to identify the candidate who will test meet:the needs of
the particular students to be served.' In addition, the school administrator
must consider'competing priorities, for example,,balancing the need for,addi-
tional classroom teachers against the need for specialists'in counseling or
health-service areas,
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The largest material resodrce,,,of course, is the school physical plant- -
the buildings and grounds. In addition to the school plantrdomputer terminals,
audiovisual equipment, desks, bSoks, and an extensive array of other learning
aids and equipment are utilized by Students and teachers -in the course of
the educational production prpcess. Previous research has not consistently
revealed significant relationships between student achievement and variables
such as the age' of the 'school building, the percentage Of makeshift-class-
rooms, or number of library volumes, although these variables have,occasionally
been identified as signifioAnt. BcaUse education is a.highly labor intensive
activity,\ significant cost savinWeventually may be achieved through applica-
'tions of innovative techno140gy. A computer- managed instructional program, for
example, might permita reduction in cost and, at the same.time, increase
teacher productivity by performing tedious record-keeping functions. 'Para-

professionals or .teacher aides might be able to perform non - teaching duties
which would otherwise.be perforMed by, a teacher..

The Resource Input Mix (program Alternatives)
1

A major task of the school administrator and professional staff is
identifying the most appropriate manner in which human and material resources, 4

may be c'mbined to achieve the goals'and objectives of the'School.effeciv.ely
and efficiently within the constraints imposed by. the system's,Coritrol policy.
In other words, school administrators and teachers must transform the school
resources at their disposal, into educational programs. Figure 11 Illustrates
some of the variables they must consider.

School administrators and teachers must rely upon their knowledge and,
',training in organizing the most appropriate instructional programs and in -

electing relevant learning activities and experiences for students. Since
wledge about human, learning isaccumulating'rapidly, teachers and admin.-

istrators must constantly keep abreast of new information gained through .

research and incorporate it into operational instructional programs. In
determining the most effective resource mix, the instructional content--
reading, mathemktics, lariguage arts, science,.. etc. - -as well as the instruo-
tional process variables of the educational program must be taken into
account. In attempting to achieve performance objectives established for
specific,Curriculum programs, a school staff must make'several important deci-
sions.tconcerning resource use. What type of student grouping Patterns will
best 'acilitate the learning process--indeperident study, one-to-one, small
groups of three-five students, class size groups of 25-30 students, or larger
groups? How can strident time best be utilized? How can the necessary sup-
portive services best accommodate the.programs? What type of curriculum

r

0 materials should be used? 104

Of particular importance in the instructional process is the utilize-
s,.

tion of time. In Carroll's model of school learning (1963), time is &central
.vaeriable. The model's thesis is that students differ in the amdunt of time
they need to master a given unit of learning to a set criterion. As Bloom ,

has noted, "All learning,' whether done in sohool or elsewhere, requires
time. . . . Time for school learning is even more limited by the resources
available for it, by the ways in which these resources are made available.

to particular segments of the population, and by the ways in which schools
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and individuals use the time available to them [Bloom, 1974, p. 6821.'1.
Wiley and Harnischfeger (1974) pointed out that several aspects of time as
a variable are subject to policy man4Nlation; for example, length of the
school year and stool day. They also pointed out that, while the length
of the'school year and school day establish the maximum time available for
exposure to school instruction, "within the limitations imposed by thi%
maximal amount of time,. the actual exposure of a pupil to instruction is
&etermined by his attendance, the instx ctional programs, and the`vellocation
decisions which occur within he classro m [1974, p. Thus, time,must

considered a signific factor in the resource input mix-.o
Unlike socioeconomic factors or the innate abilities of students,

p ofessional educators can manipulate educational program and process vari-
ables' in an effort to enhance'student.learning. Unfortunately, they do not
always exercise this discretion wisely as evidenced, for example, by the
common _practice of bolding to a uniform class size. Itl wdad appear from
the research that class size, should depend more on interrelationships among
teacher characteristics, curricular areas, and student abilities, than upon
administrative convenience. ry

0

Educational decision makers need to generate ana.examine various resource
mixes. Cost-effectiveness comparisons become postibie when "value added"
measures (e.g., gain scores) and the costs associated/With them are obtained
for each program alternative. The relative cost of all inputs, as well as
;their impact on the leaining of individual students, must be analyzed care-
fully in order to determine how illoal1C7ate resources more efficiently. For
example, some students may learn more in smaller classes but a sizeable
across-the-board reduction in class size may not be feasible because of the
cost involved. Thus, decision makers may wish to seek out other policy
changes which'may produce similar results at considerably loWer costs lind
hence greater efficiency.

OUTPUTSOF THE EDUCATI IAL SYSTEM
.40

. The third major omponent df the conceptual framework, illustrated in
Figure 12, encompass the outputs of the educational system. As was the.
case in the other co ponents, value preferences come.into play. Thb're
exists considerable disagreement about the objectives of schooling and the
priorities which should be assigned to the various outputs yeschooling.
Even within a school- district or the attendance area served by a school,
lubstantial disagreement may exist among various subpu lics on questions
concerning the goals and priorities of schooling.

. The outpas ,of At educational system may be cla ified in various' ways.
For

0.
example, outputs can be categorized as short- ge and long-range, as

cognitive and affective,'-ar as monetary and nonmonetary. The fact that these
:.categories are not mutuplly exclusive provides potential for a verb omplex

matrix.of outputs. How&ei categorized, outputs mist be compared wit the
goals and objectives established for the:educational.system,.as well as with
program 'cost. The system's effectiyeness and efficiency are evaluated by
comparing outcomes and costs with established, goals and oplectives. This
performanck evalpatNion identifies discrepancies between objectives and re-.
sults, and, provides the system with information which may be used'to vali-
date or modify either the inputs, the process, or both.. 4 'Cs.... . f4 , .1

.
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r purposes of illuttration, we have identified five categories which
might e used to classify the ouIutsof schooling--short- and long-range
outputs, monetary and nonmonetary outputs, and joint outputs. Note that
these are not mutually exclusive categories. Subject matter.mastery may be
clastified as eithef a short-range or nonmonetary output or 40oth.. Similarly;
income may be classified as a long-range output or as a monetary, output.
The purpose of-the analysis is the determinir, factor in choosing the measures
of output that should be employed.

A number of input-output studies have focused on the monetary oufPiles of
the educational system utilizing rate of return analysis to evaluate the
private and /or social rates of return to investments in educes n at various
levels of schooling, e.g., completion of eight grades, com letion of twelve
grades, completion of four years of corlege,.etc. The analyses have focused
'large groups of individuals rather thanorf individual students as investors.
Although researchers recogilize that both the private and the public sectors
of the economy benefit from.4nvestment in education, it has .proven difficult .

to forecast the returns to, individual students from such an,investment.

The shprt-range outcomes of the educational process malt be demonstrated
in many Perhaps the most familiar are standardized measures of cognitive,
affective, and/or psychomotor performance. However, students may establish'
that they have accomplished educational objectives by demonstrating,their
possession of basic knowledge; displaying intellectual or motor skills; dis-,
playing powers of reasoning and criticism; demonstating'through behaV4or and
performance the possession of certain values, atiates, and motivation;
expressing through their actions a sense of cultural appreciation or a. sense
of social responsibility; or demonstrating their abi4ity to learn independently.
Some outcomes of schooling can be ascertained through standardized achievement
tests or tests of basic knowledge; other outcomes are best assessed by ob-
serving a student's performance of certain tasks requiring intellectual and/or
motor'skills. Still others are best assessed through anecdotal records and
observations of students both withiriand outside the school. .It is imperative
that there be a direct connection between the objectiveS' established for the
school and the performance measures used to assess educational outputs. If
schools are to be held accountable for the performance of certain funotiont",
the measures by which theyare judged must accurately reflect the' established
objectives. This implies that measures in additiOn to performance on

° standardized tests must be utilized di the outputs of the educational pro-
cess are to be evaluated adequately-and:iairly.

Other outcomes which merit cofitiCreratiOn are what we have termed "joint
outputs." Joint outputs of the educatiO4a1 process are those which occur
whether or not they are sought and'whiertndeed may be unintended. For example,
a possible joint outcome of the educational process is a change in'staff
morale. Changes in the system inevitably /ill affect the morale of tethers,
adMi trators, and others. Although changts in staff morale Are not cyfteR
a pri3nary objective oftothe educational process, virtually any change in,the
system has potential for affecting staff morale. Joint outcomes of the
educational process are analogous to the smoke produced by'an industrial
plant, or the odor produced by a paper mill. It is not the primary objec-
tivd'of.,a factory or mill to produce smoke or odor, yet these incidental
(and often unwanted) outputs may be of great concern. Any analyst who seeks
to understand the educational production process must le Aware that joint
outcomes are likely to be produced and should be sensitive to the potential

iksignificance of such outcomes.
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FEEDBACK

The fourth major component of the conceptual framework 'portrayed in
Figure 8 is'the feedback loop. The feedback component is the system's self -
correcting mechanisms Feedback'is produced by comparing the system's outputs
with its objectives. It should be noted that feedback occurs continuously,
whether or not is planned by the sdhool. For example, if-the graduates of
a school cannot read as well as they should, parents, employers, and interested
citizens will promptly inform the school and expect corrective actions to be

Itaken. It is through planned evaluation of the system's, performance (i.e.,
comparing outputs and objectives.) that resource allocations can most effectively
be altered or modified to achieye a better match between objectives and results.

Feedback can provide a basis for altering the allocation of resources
within the educational system.itself or it clan result in modifying the resources
made available to the system from the external environment. Dissatisfaction
with 'the output of the system may, for example, result in a decision to Take
more (or less) resources available to a school. .Similarly, feedback may result
in decisions which alter the nature of the instructional process within a given
curricular area by instituting changes in time allocation, grouping procedures,
or staffing patterns. Feedback can also alter the aims and priorities established
for the system or the controls established to monitor system perfdtmance. Thus,
the feedback component ties the system together and ensures that it remains
dynamic.

t
or
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IX

IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH ON
COST-EFFECTIVENESS IN EDUCATION

Although fewwould disagree with the statement that the educational pro-
cess is extraordinarily complex, the implications of this statement for research
on cost-effectiyenessin education have not yet been fully realized. Our know- ,
ledge of,the learning process is sketchy. Although there are various theories
of learning, none has been validated sufficieitly to serve as a reliable basis
for prediction. The interaction of the wide variety of variables which,bear
upon the outcomes of the learning process is not well understood'. In fact, 4
even if it were possible to conduct controlled experiments, we do.not yet know
which variables are most important to control. Much of the research to date
has utilized macro-measures of input and output and has focused at theschool
district, state, or national level. Future research must focus on the indivi-
dual'pupil and should be longitudinal in design. -Unless future research focuSes.
on individual pupils, it will' be difficult or impossible to answer questions
about what instructional procedures, materials, and processes are best for
whom and under what conditions.

Laboratory experiments are neither feasible nor practical in cost-effectiveness
research. Even if controlled experiments could be performed, the crucial question
for educational decision makers is "What happens under school conditions?" It
must be recognized that it is difficult to assure either randomness of subjects
or precision of treatments when data are gatheredrunder school conditions. Thus,
researchers must be reconciled to the fact that data on school input, process,
and output will always be somewhat "dirty:"

,

It is also important that attention be directed to those variables which
are amenable to control by teachers and administrators. While it is important
and useful to know that certain socioeconomic-background variables may bear
heavily upon a child's performance-in school, such variables are generally
.beyond the control of the school. Variables within the control of e'dministrators_
and teachers offer more promise in terms of improving cost-effectiveness rela-
tionships in education.

The problems ocacquiring data on both c9st and process variables merit
further considerate n. Disaggregated data concerning the monetary costs of
various school inputs are virtually nonexistent. Few school systems are able
to provide data on the cost of.operation of individual schools, much lesion
the fiscal inputs to various curricular programs within a school. It is even.
difficult to, obtain from educational personnel accurate estimates of the time
they spend on various tasks. 'Furthermore, the cost of Conducting time and
motion studies is prohibitive. The task of obtaining data concerning the
attribliates of individual pupils has been complicated by recent federal and
state legislation restricting access. to such information. While the objectives
of the legislation are laudable, it -does impede the progress of investigators

rQ 65 1'
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interested in conducting cost-effectiveness research. Although the problems

involved in obtaining data on individual pupils are not insurmountable, the

time and cost involved in obtaining such data:have been increased s stan-

' tially.

.The problems
.

of obtaining data on school inputs are relatively simple,

however, when compared to the problems associated-with measuring outputs.

Perhaps the most perplexing problem is that general agreement does not exist

concerning the priorities which are to be assigned tospecific educational ob-

jectives. For example, while nearly everyone agrees that sctiools should turn

out "good citizens," it is extraordinarily difficultto obtain consensus on

any operational measure of a "good citizen." And even if we could agree on

tuch measures, by the time data are collected and analyzed the educationale

process is likely to haVe changed during the interim.

Research on cost-effectiveness conducted on specific curricular programs

and products and on 'alternative educational processes ding short-run measures

of output holds promise for increasing productivity. Illowever, alternative

programs and processes can validly be compared only when their specified ob-

jectives are very similar. Since specific (as opposed to general) educational

objectives should be established for units-no larger than a'schaol district,

and preferably no larger than an individual school, cost- effectiveness research

should focus at'-these, not at state or national levers.

Although the difficulties involved in conducting research on school pro-

ductiyity and efficienci should not be underestimated, these difficulties

should not deter researchers. Research on productivity and efficiency is a'

logical and necessary next step inNhe'continuing search for equality' of edu-

cationalopportunity.. Only through research adding to our knowledge, of the

interrelationships and interactions between variables affecting educational

outcomes can we hope to achieve greater equality of outcomes for students.

Scholars in school finance are now able to design school finance programs-

Which mill-assure equality of fiscal inputs to school districts and even to

individual schools. These technical solutions admittedly are not always

politically feasible but the knowledge neceqsarl; to develop 'such solutions

exists. Attention must now be directed to achieving greater equality in the

outcomes of the educational process. Economic analysis of the educatiOnal

production syetem offers a valuable tobl to help abhieve this end.
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